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This study is directed at Èhe investigation of the
management of the metropolitan Adelaide Water Supply
system in South Australia using an interactive simulation
model. This supply system serves a consumer population of
about one million people and is derived from ten major
storage dams, and three large pumping systems which draw
water from the River Murray approximately 60 kilometres to
the east of the ranges in which the dams are located.
Without augmentation of supply from the Murray, and
reJ-ying only on local rainfall, Adelaide in particular and
South Australia in general, could maintain neither the
level of industry, standard of living, nor development
which are currently required for viability as a modern
population centre. Due to the irregular distribution of
rainfall, both spatially and temporally, the tuning and
specification of pumping operations vary over a wide range
of possible combinations particularly with the high demand
resulting from a usually long and dry sunmer.
No direct opÈimising algorithm has yet been developed to
manage the system for least cost. The relaÈive constancy
of most operating and maintenance costs throughout any
year leaves the highly variable pumping cost of the
River lt{urray supplies as a most significant cost item in
system operation.
Due to the complexity of the system and supply
irregularities, sound operator experience is shown to be
vital for the successful operation of the system.
To investigate the effect of this personal experience on
the efficiency of operation, and to facilitate the rapid
learning and practicing of control skills which are needed
to build experience with the real systemr ân interactive,
graphic simulation model is used. This model is not
designed to define or optimise a management policy, but
rather to provide the rapid, interactive tool by which the
human operator may simulate his ovrn desired management
strategy over an extended ti¡ne period, given unknown
system inflows and demands. The model also enables the
close scrutiny of different individuals' personal
approaches to water supply management, and what, if âtry,





I.I Manaqement of the Svstem
At present, the efficient operation of the Adelaide
metropolitan water supply system is dependent on
very experienced Pumping Engineers of the
Engineering and Water Supply Department in South
Australia. To manage the system competently these
individuals must develop an acute awareness of the
interrelation among inflow (rainfall), reservoir
storage and demand. This can be gained only by
experience in managing the water supply system over
a wide variety of conditions extending over many
year s .
The method of controlling the system is to combine
an initial prediction of each month's demands'
based on historical data, with average inflow
values for each catchment to determine the nonthly
variations in reservoir storages over the whole
financial year, July to June. The resulting
reservoir storages indicate to the engineers how
much pumping from the River Ùlurray is required each
month to maintain adequate supply leve1s, and safe
storages in the reservoirs.
2.
This predicted strategy is updated each
shorter time intervals if unexpected and
significant changes in predicted demand





Thus the management policy is adjusted as further
data comes to hand, to gradually return it to the
desired safe strategy and to obtain the "target"
storages in the reservoirs required at the end of
the year.
The "adequate" storage levels and "safe" strategy
are highly dependent on the engineers' knowledge
and experience with the system. It can be
appreciated that the lower the desired storage
volumes, the smaller the pumping required from the
River ltlurray, resulting in a smaller punping budget
to meet a given demand.
However all the calculations are performed at
present wíth the assistance of only electronic
calculators. This makes the job a highly time
consuming task requiring at least one day per week
of full time application.
Due to this large tine element, investigation of
alternative strategies sometimes proves
prohibitive, and so the results of the predictions,






the best of a series of
I.2 Objectives of the Research
The Adelaide water supply system has been expanded
over the years to match the steadily growing
demand, and so it may be expected that little
insight into system operation could be gained by
optimising system character istics and components
already designed to fulfil certain supply
requirements. However, using these existing system
features the operation of the system may be
investigated on the basis of the relative
efficiency of human management, since it is the
ability of the human decision maker that will
ensure the greatesÈ operational efficiency from
each individual unit and the system as a who1e.
The interest in this current research is to try to
determine the effect of the individual engineerrs
operating skills on the overall efficiency of this
water supply system. Since the whole management
policy as previously stated is dependent on the
engineer's experience, and experience is a very
subjective and qualitative comodity, the method
used to ensure an "adequate" supply of water
through years of high rainfall and years of drought
will depend on the nature of the human operator.
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A degree of conservatis¡n or flambuoyance would tend
to govern his attitude towards the problems
confronting him at every decision.
How much is a gamble?
lilhat are the prior ities?
What risk is acceptable?
These are some of the questions which if considered
and if capable of being ans$rered, will reveal to
some extent how the engineer "drives" the water
supply system.
The aim of this research is to investigate some
potential ans$ters to such questions as these. An
interactive simulation program using computer
graphics has been created which models the system
previously discussed. It is used to examine the
performance of several individuals who operate it
as they would the real water supply system.
It is intended to discover whether personal
attitudes towards risks and trade-offs affect an
operatorrs management of the system, or if the
teachíng/Learning process on the simulator is
sufficiently thorough to make all operators behave
in a similar fashion.
Sinulation is used because the objective of the
model is not to obtain an optimised
5.
computer-algorithm result, but rather to allow the
operator to choose his own best solution to each
operational situation as it presents itself.
The program is interactive because the operator
must be in total controt of the model, just as he
is with the real system, ât every point in its
behaviour.
Computer graphics are used to enhance the ease of
interaction and level of communication.
Far more can be shown to the operator through the
use of pictures than with any number of tabulated
values, and lightpen communication allows rapid,
natural and error free communication between
operator and model.
Thus there are two goals which the computer model
is designed to achieve:
firstly, the simulation of the supply system
with sufficient operator control to enable the
system to be altered, adjusted and controlled as
the real system.
secondly, the implementation of these controls
in graphical form and with enough explanatory
elements to facilitate easy understanding,




2. WHY INTER.ACTI\TE GRAPHIC SIMULATION?
The lack of any appreciable amount of information
concerning the use of interactive graphic simulation
in water supply/reservoir management systems has
prompted this introductory chapter. Both
optimisation and simulation are reviewed and
arguments are presented for the consideration of
simulation as a justifiable alternative or adjunct
for use in the analysis of water supply systems.
It is true that there are few other techniques, if
âny, besides simulation which will model a system
interactively while still allowing complete "hands
on" operation control, which is the basic requirement
for this research. Nevertheless there are vaLid
applications for interactive computer graphics
combined with sinulation or other techniques of
nodelting and some of these are highlighted in the
literature review of Chapters 3 & 4.
2 .I Mathematical AnaIYs is
The two general categories of mathematical
analysis, optimisation and simulation, may be
considered as loosely dividing the techniques
availabte for the invesÈigation of reservoir
systems. Under these headings there are Iiterally
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hundreds of procedures and models proposed and used
for analysing reservoir systems from planning,
through design, to operation. No single ubiquitous
method of analysis exists a1l have strengths and
weaknesses.
In a water resource system investigation, the
optimisation of system design and operation is
usually the major thrust of all analyses. When
deciding whích approach to use, the problem is not
one of identifying which rnethod is better than
another but rather a determination of the desired
compromise among the ranges of information each
type of solution can provide given the limitations
of time, manpower, money and computing capacity.
Each valid model type has some place in river basin
analysis.
Two important factors to be considered in the
choice of a modelling technique are the complexity
of the proposed model, and the desired detail of
the information to be obÈaind as output. For
example, a model required to give intimate detail
of system operation must be much more conplex and
accurate than one in which the aim of modelling is
to plan out long term efficiency of water resources
investment. In the general case of water resources
investigations, as one proceeds from planning to
operation the level of complexity required and the
attendant need for accuracy increases.
8.
In planning and design studies, information is
usually needed to refine the size and location of
specific facilities intended to satisfy current
and/or future needs. This results in the often
used title of "capacity expansion". On the other
hand, in operation studies information is sought to
improve the operation of an existing system.
2.2 Optimisation
Optimisation attempts to find a solution to the
modelled problen which cannot be inproved with
respect to chosen objectives; for example, minimise
Ioss, rnaximise benefits, or maximise expected
economic income.
This is accomplished through the use of one of Èhe
available mathematical techniques which either
solve directlyr or search iteratively, for the
optimal solution.
In the field of optimisation there are many
algorithms and methods which have been applied to
the study of water resource systems. Their degree
of usefulness ranges from almost purely academic
exercises to more practical approaches which may be
applied to a particular water supply system.
If the system can be described analytically,




optimum operating strategy. Thus a system may be
defined by a set of input variables subject to
constraints, and an objective function of these
variables. The objective function is to be
optimised by finding permissible values of the
variables which yield a best solution to the
function.
The advantage of such analytical methods is that
they involve a direct quest for the optimum
solution. However there are several
characteristics associated with most of them which
affect their application.
Since the search for the optinum solution is based
on mathenatical theory, there are associated
mathematícal constraints imposed on the model.
Prerequisites such as linear or piecewise linear
objective functions and constraints, or
restrictions on the characteristics of the
objective function such as convexity or continuity
must all be satisfied before the nodel can be used
with confidence of obtaining an optimum result.
These restrictions on the form taken by the model
require approximations of the real system elements
to be used, since rarely do systems exist which by
their nature satisfy all the necessary conditions.
The degree to which nodifications must be made to
implement an optimisation technique governs the
accuracy and realism of the results that can be
obtained.
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Besides these mathematical constraints, the
economics of certain techniques may affect the
modeI.
In order Èo ensure that the cost of modelling does
not become prohibitive, it is often necessary to
eliminate many of the detailed considerations which
occur with operating multi-reservoir systems in
practice. Simplification of the system and
reduction of its operating procedures to fixed
operating rules facilitate the formation of a
solution, but do not reflect the real life nature
and interaction of the system in terms of
flexibility and variability of operation.
The problem of dimensionality in optimisation is
also of concern. To obtain an optimum result
within the limits of the real system, constraints
must be included in the model to define the region
of feasibility for the analysis. It can be
appreciated that as the size and complexity of the
system increases, so also do the number and
complexity of the constraints, increasing the
dimensionality of the model. Despite the use of
high speed digital computers, the adverse economic
and time factors of large dimension models preclude
their use in most cases.
In many systems it is also difficult to define the
objective in mathematical terms. Vthile the
11.
defining of economic benefit functions for some
water-based needs (e.g. hydro-power and irrigation)
is reasonably welt established, this is not the
case for systems which produce certain other waÈer
based benefits such as recreation or environmental
harmony. Within a single reservoir system, it is
not easy to satisfy all possible design and
operating policies, and there is often no assurance
that the best combination of policies and
structural measures can be found. As a result the
pure definition of optimisation is sometimes not
applicable, and the best that can be achieved is a
satisfaction of the demands placed on the system.
To define the most satisfactory solution for the
chosen objectives, the "decision maker" must define
the relative levels of benefit, or dis-benefit, to
be used by the model as the limits to the obj ective
values. This set of trade-offs establishes the
Ievel of desirability of achieving each objective
with respect to all the other objectives.
2.3 Sinulation as a Technique
Simulation methods unfettered by the rules and
restrictions of mathematical theory have a great
freedom and flexibility in modelling systems too
complicated for direct optinisation by analytical
techniques. Since there is not the same demand for
simplification, the model can more closely simulate
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the functions of the real system with an attendant
potential increase in model detail and accuracy.
Greater flexibility in deriving responses which are
defined in non-economic terms is also possible, and
from the operational point of view, they provide a
more effective focus for dialogue between computer
system and operators, since the ideas inherent in
simulation modelting can be understood more easily
than those associated with optimisation of a
frequently "cut-down" system. However no direct
answers for the best solution can be obtained with
certainty, and most responses must be expressed in
statistical terms. Thus to obtain confidence
limits on the results, a large number of trials is
required.
Simulation can be used very successfully,
especially when combined with sound operator
experience and human judgenent. In addition, for
systems which have a substantial portion of their
water based benefits expressed in non-economic
terms, simulation modelling wilI continue to be
almost the only practical approach for some tine to
come.
The statement of these advantages does not mean to
imply that simulation as a technique completely
avoids the pitf alls of the analytical met,hods. In
many cases it nay suffer from exactly the same
problens.
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Some operations are so variable that they cannot be
described mathematically in a way that provides the
necessary and sufficient criteria for decision
making over all possible events and states. In
such cases either some of the "offending"
interactions are ignored completely or so
sinplified that the problem ceases to exist. In
either case, the quality of the results obtained
from the simulation suffer correspondingly. A
further consideration is that, since no direct
indication of the optimum is given, further
techniques must be applied to the results of a
simulation in order to move towards the "best"
solution.
Despite such drawbacks, simulation can often
facilitate investigation into mathematically
intractable systems, and may indirectly supply data
to allow an improvement in operational procedure
using further techniques.
2.4 Interactive Graphic Sinulation
The general technique of batch mode simulation,
outlined in the previous section, does not usually
allow an operator to see readily how the problem is
developing through time, nor does it provide the
facility for direct interaction. Àt the end of
individual simulation experiments, only statistical
anserers are produced.
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The great usefulness of interactive simulation is
based on the following considerations:
While the human nind is highly inefficient in
processing large amounts of data and coping with
mathematical calculations at speed, it is eninently
suited to making decisions and considering
alternatives. The high speed digital computer on
the other hand, has no difficulty executing immense
data processing tasks and high speed calculation,
but very complex programming is needed for even
relatively simple decision processes to be
accomplished.
Therefore, if each side of the man-computer system
is to do the job for which it is best suited, then
interactive simulation appears to be a particularly
efficient method of dealing with system simulation.
The development of video display (graphics)
computer terminals has been important to the
further enhancement of this method's efficiency.
In its simplest terms, the reason for using graphic
displays is that they convey more information to
the user. The brain perceives a picture in a
glance - a process called preattentive perception -
but it must comprehend text or numbers in a more
laborious, one-at-a-time fashion. During this
serial decoding operation, the user must make an
15.
effort to concentrate. In comparison, viewing
pictures seems effortless.
Not quite so fundamental, but nevertheless still
basic to overall effectiveness, are the
considerations Èhat graphic displays add
frexibility to the communication methods avairabre
for model controlr so that the operator may
communicate with the computer in visual symbol_s
that represent his concept of the system being
moderled. As a resurt, a graphics interface arlows
the user to interact at the level of his own
intuitive sense of structure and function.
It can be appreciated that interactive graphics
provides a unique tool that can be used in
simulations of complex systems. The model user can
thus make decisions quickty which can then control
the ongoing simulation on the basis of intelligence
generated by the simuratíon. This capabilÍty not
only gives the nodel a more realistic control
mechanism, but also provides the user with
infor¡nation concerning the entire operation of the
model, rather than just the end results.
Thus the philosophy of a visual interactive
simulation system may be understood as being that
an operator should be able to watch a simulation
model of his problem situation develop through
tine. Meanwhile he is able to apply his knowledge
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and experience to the model in order
alternative strategies, decisions or
to explore
directives.
On the programming IeveI, because much of the
control logic is removed from the computer program,
a simulation program using the graphics aPproach is
much easier to write, test and modify.
Furthermore, this lack of programmed control logic
means that the simulation is versatile in that it
can utilize more than one control doctrine.
2.5 Deciding on a Technique
WhiIe expounding the virtues of interactive graphic
simulation it is irnportant not to lose sight of its
perspective relative to other techniques.
Certainly it is ideal for the study reported in
this thesis and a wide range of other variable
decision-naking models, however as pointed out
earlier in this chapter it is only one of the valid
approaches suited to a particular type of problem.
Its justification will depend on the particular
problem in hand.
On the basis of using an interactive as opposed to
a batch ¡node (closed loop) Program, the interactive
form requires constant attention and, due to the
inclusion of "slow" human decision-making on-line,
the time taken for a single program execution is
relatively large and the cost correspondingly high
in comparison with batch programs.
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A further consideration is the fundamental question
of determining the aim of the analysis whether it
is to be the system or the operator under
scrutiny. For example, íf the testing of a
standard operating rule is required, which is to be
repeatedly used without modificaÈion, then a closed
loop simulation is adequate, since it is redundant
to involve human interaction if the input required
is so1eIy repetitive.
Often the stimulus for analysis is the envisaged
precipitation of an optimun policy. Small systems
can be relatively easy to optinise and may not be
considered worth the trouble of a non-optimising
interactive graphics solution. Large systems are
sufficiently irnportant in the economic sense to be
able to justify highly complex optimisation
analyses, since a small ímprovement in operation





The literature review aims to set the scene for
later chapters by supplying information and
examples relevant to systens analysis and the human
aspects of man-machine communication. This
subdivision serves to emphasise the importance of
these factors in the current research and prepares
the way for recognítion of Èheir inportance in
fotlowing chapters dealing directly with the study
detail.
Due to the clear distinction which can be made
between the two areas of interest in this review,
two separate sections have been used.
This first section of the literature review
examines water resource system optinisation and
simulation and discusses problems of their use in
very complex systems.
Sigvaldason (3) points out limitations in the
application of optimisation models for defining
mutti-reservoir operating policies where systems
are composed of many reservoirs.
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These models become computationally expensive as
the number of reservoirs increases and the length
of the hydrologic sequence increases. For larger
systems of more than five or six reservoirs he
suggests that the most successful modelling
strategy is simulation. An exception is given by
Maidment (4) who reveals that specialized forms of
Iinear programming have been used to optimise river
systems containing as many as 48 reservoirs,
although a number of simplifications had to be
introduced to obtain the solution.
Also Croley (5) gives a modified application of the
deterministic optimisation technique for which the
computational requirements of optimisation can be
reduced. Thus larger systems may be analysed than
might otherwise be possible.
3.2 Sinulation and Optimisation: Applications
While computer modetling has the ability to solve
otherwise intractable analytical problemst
Singh et aI. (6) point out that accuracy and
simplicity in modelling are competitive. This
sentiment, which is echoed throughout the
Iiterature, points towards a division in the
application of computer modelling techniques.
In the context of the previous chapterrs




the following guidelines may be
Where detailed information on system operation is
desired, as in analysis of system functions where
an accurate and hence complex model is required, a
direct sinulation of the reservoir system is used
in most cases. Alternatively, when some form of
best solution must be chosen from a group of
possible solutions, a mathematical optimisation
analysís is often applied. Examples of this
situation arise in design decisions for optimum dan
heights, siting and timÍng of reservoirs and
associated worksr oE as planning strategies in
proposing reservoir oPerating rules for hydro-power
generation, irrigation, flood control or water
supply. Needless to say there are exceptions to
this categorisation. Sometimes optimisation is
used in detailed analysis, and repeated simulation
ís used to evaluate a statisÈically optimal result.
While a useful guide, such a division must also be
viewed as being somewhat arbitrary in nature, since
several other factors may influence the choice of
procedure. These include the amount and accuracy
of available data, the time available for producing
a solution, and the computing power at the disposal
of the analyst. In addition, Kísiel (7) highlights
the importance of the form of the objective
function and state transition function on the
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choice of solution method:
i.e. objective function -
output = Ç (S(t), X(t))
state transition function -
s(t+1) = r (S(t), x(t))
where S (t) , S (t+1) = states (storages at times t
and t+I respectively).
X(t) = system input f or time t.
For deterministic rFr both mathematical programming
and simulation are employed. However, for
stochastic F, optimisation has greater difficulty
dealing with the problen than simulation. Examples
of procedures which optimise under stochastic
conditions are given by Croley (8) and Rohde et at.
(e).
Chow (f0) reports on discussions of the different
aspects of both optimisation and simulation. He
considers simulation models to be justified for
Iong range planning, but when approxinate answers
are needed quickly he suggests that analytical
procedures applied to sinptified models must be
tr ied first.
Loucks (1f) however sees simulation and
optimisation as complementary techniques.
Simulation may be used to evaluate alternative
system configuraÈions, but optimisation is more
22.
effective for defining the initial combination of
reservoir capacities, target storages and
policies. Even if the best solution is not found'
at least the worst solutions are eliminated from
further consideration. Loucks acknowledges that
the linitations of optimisation restrict its use to
preliminary screening, followed by a more detailed
simulation of the system to check the proposals in
a more realistic context.
These references indicate that, while general rules
can be found, the realms of application for
simulation and optimisation also vary according to
the opinion of the individual and preference for a
particular technique.
3.3 Uncertainty and Risk
Despite the variations in the use of simulation and
optinisation, a conmon concern expressed in the
literature is the importance of considering the
probability of the outcome (risk) in any analysis.
This concern stems from a realisation that while
optimisation can yield an optinal result, there is
no indication in the solution of the probability of
obtaining either the solved optinum or complete
system failure while implementing the optimum
strategy. In fact analytical methods can give
solutions with significant probabilities of failure.
23.
Protagonists for simulation use risk evaluation as
a further justification for their cause.
Askew et aI. (L2l point out that once the optimal
solution is found, some form of Monte Carlo
analysis is still needed to check the associated
probability of failure. This extra step reduces a
complex optimisation analysis to Iittle practical
value, and it is considered quicker and sinpler to
use sinulation involving Monte Carlo techniques
right from the start. Harboe and Schultz (13) cite
an application of simulation to a reservoir in
lilest Africa for which one of the main objectives is
an acceptable risk of failure.
With reference to optimisation Kisiel (14)
acknowledges the uncertainty in defining accurate
objective functions and constraints: "To t,he
extent that many constraints, state transition
functions and objective functions are well defined
or known, rnight our confidence in the optimal
solutions be strong. On the other hand, if such
prior knowledge is not available, then varying
degrees of r isk must be taken in the use of the
resultstt.
HaII (15) considers risk and uncertainty as a set
of objectives within optimisation which are
inherently non-co¡nmensurate with the other
objectives, oE for that matter even among
themselves.
24.
The lack of a standard approach to the
specification of risk objectives is due to the
infinitely possible number of system risk levels.
Deternining an acceptable answer to the deceptively
simple question, 'Risk of what?r gives a starting
point. The tentative evaluation of some of these
objecÈives is explored by Haimes and HaIl (16) as
part of the optinisation process. Aspects of risk
indentified as being important in the final
solution are given as stability, sensitivity,
irreversibility and responsivity. ft is suggested
that these additional constraints help to better
define the best workable solution (acceptable risk)
rather than simply the best mathematical result
regardless of the rísks involved in obtaining it.
Nazar et al. (17) use a simulation of a river
system involving irrigation and hydro-power for
analysis of the risk of obtaining given target
levels. The results enable suitable trade offs
between risk and the other objectives (e.g.
hydro-power) to be established, and it is suggested
that these could be used in a multi-objective
optimisation, thus explicitly including risk as an
objective.
MoreI-Seytoux (18) emphasises that the particular
optimisation formulation chosen wilI depend on the





The following sections contain discussions on
topics which for the most part are techniques for
solving the problems that can occur in optimisation
analyses and not in simulation studies.
This is simply due to the fact that simulations do
not contain objectives to be inÈernally satisfied
by the model before a satisfactory solution can be
formulated. Information is presented to the
analyst who must then decide on what nodifications
are required. The necessity in optimisation to
chose internally between alternative plans or
strategies, on the basis of an objective function,
brings the associated problems of finding common
ground for comparisons, and coping with the
dimensionality of a Iarge reservoir system modeI.
3.4.1 lvtulti-objectivity
As long as the objective to be optimised withín
a reservoir system can be expressed in terms of
a single utility, such as dollars of
benefit/loss, then a direct comparison of
alternative values can be made within a
straightforward optimisation analysis, and a
single best solution may be easily achieved. In
practice, however, individual reservoirs and
systems of reservoirs of any significance are
seldom designed or operated to fulfil only a
26.
single function. The mammoth capital investment
involved in such structures demands that any
such installation be used to satisfy as many
different needs as possible for maximum
efficiency. This involves the simultaneous
consideration of several objectivesr âny or all
of which may be conflicting in their
requirements from the system, and nay be
expressed in values r¡ot amenable to direct
comparison. Hence the use of multiple
obj ect,ives and multi-cr iteria optirnisation are
important in reservoir management.
The potitical nature of such policy planning is
discussed by Haith and Loucks (19).
It can be appreciated that the establishment of
trade-offs is a critical step in system
optimisation. Any errors or unrealistic limits
wiII ultimately affect the relevance of the
final solution. In order to avoid such pitfalls
often associated with the evaluation of
trade-offs before conmencing the analysis,
Beeson and lvleisel (20l- advocate the evaluation
of trade-offs only after the analysis. The
problem is not treated as a direct optimisation
resulÈing in a single best va1ue. Instead the
multiple criteria are maintained as separate
entities in the objective function to be
optinised, and due to the vector nature of the
optimisation result, a set of "non-inferior"
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solutions is obtained. The significance of this
solution set is that no other solutions exist
which are better in terms of aII the criteria.
They represent the alternatives available to the
decision maker, and the associated values of the
objective function show the trade-offs
available. This avoids the usual problems of
including trade-offs as constraints requiring
that the trade-offs be determined before their
effects can be fully assessed. Thus an
examination of alternatives is advised in
multiple criteria optimisation rather than
obtaining results by a fixed assignment of
weights or constraints.
The examination of alternatives by the decision
maker is a theme also taken by Croley and
Raja Rao (21). They point out that the use of
subjective trade-offs between objectives by
involving the decision maker, who chooses the
desired balance in benefits and costs, avoids
having to bring all non-commensurable quantities
to a conmon value base, which would have to be
done before the interactions can be modelled.
The essential feature of the proposed method is
that the subjective choice of the importance of
objectives is made after all operating
consequences with respect to each objective are
evaluated.
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The example given is a single reservoir with the
conflicting objectives of recreation and flood
control.
An alternative form of avoiding premature
trade-off determination is proposed by Neuman
and Krzysztofowicz (22). An interactive form of
trade-off analysis is used in which the decision
maker is asked to progressively refine system
trade-offs during the analysis. This allows him
to see the effect of the previous trade-off
sequence and modify the linits towards a more
acceptable balance in the criteria. The
procedure iteratively refines the search for the
best solution on the basis of each new trade-off
definition.
A general review of multi-objective techniques
was made by Cohon and Marks (231. The various
procedures vrere evaluated according to three
operational criteria:
1. computational efficiency and feasibility.
2. explicit quantification of trade-offs among
objectives.
provision of sufficient information that an
informed decision can be made.
3
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Their results indicated that, while some
techniques are not applicable to water resources
multi-objectives planni.g, the size of the
problem (number of objectives) governs the
choice of the optimisation method in order to
capture the important elements of the problen
and stilI maintain computational feasibility.
However it was acknowledged that for high
dimension problems very extensive calculation is
inevitable.
3.4.2 MuIti-Level or Hierarchical Modellinq
Up to this stage, analytical techniques have
been discussed which can successfully be applied
to only a small number of reservoirs.
Different methods are needed for the
optimisation of large and complex reservoir
systems. Haimes and Macko (241 use the
California Water Project as an example in which
the operation of four rivers, their associated
dams, ten reservoirs, and po$rer plants is
optimised.
The technique used for such applications is a
hierarchical or multi-Ievel decomposition
approach (Haimes and Macko (24') , Haimes (25) ) .
The approach recognises a complex system as
consisting of a number of interacting
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subsystems, each having its own objectives and
operating constraints.
These subsystems are co-ordinated at a higher
leve1 of the hierarchy, where the overall
systemrs objectives are specified and achieved
through resolution of interactions and confLicts
between subsystems.
The decomposition of a complex system into
simpler subsystems yields a reduction in the
dimensionality of the problem at the expense of
having to solve several subproblems of lower
dimensionaliÈy. This in turn reduces the
computational effort involved.
Decomposition is accomplished by introducing
into the model new variables known as
pseudo-variables.
These variables are used to uncouple the common
variables of two or more subsystems at a lower
Ievel in the hierarchy. This uncoupling allows
each subsystein to be separately and
independently optimised, with perhaps different
optimisaÈion techniques being applied, based on
the nature of the subsystem models as well as on
the objectives and constraints of each
subsystem. The subsystems are joined together
by coupling variables which are manipulated at a
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higher level in order to arrive at the optimal
solution of the whole system.
An example of such a decomposition and
optimisation is given by Bonazountas and
Camboulives (261. A five reservoir system is
decomposed into three separate subsystems for
short term, long term and water quality control,
each subsystem requiring a different
optimisation technique.
It should be noted Èhat decomposition results in
a number of layers or leve1s of which the lowest
level represents the subsystem of sufficient
simplicity for modelling.
Nainis and Haimes (27') use the technique in a
general method proposed to facilitate planning
for optimal long term economic expansion in
water resource systems. The modetling system is
composed of two major interacting components a
supply model and a demand model. The supply
model is used to determine the scale, timing and
location of water resource Projects to satisfy
given water withdrawals over time. This is
accomplished by decomposing the supPly system
into subproblems according to separate
subregions and optimising each subproblem. The
demand model predicts water demand functions for
the supply model. The overall control routine
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is iterative and seeks to simultaneously
equalize the moders' marginar costs and benefits.
Herath and Chong (28) report on the use of the
hierarchical multi-Ievel optímisation approach
to determine optimum tining of structural
augmentations to a system of 8 nain reservoirs
and two major and one minor pipeline.
3.5 Simulation Considerations
Having established the approximate nature of an
optimum solution it is clear that simulation has a
role to play in refining such results so that they
may be confidently implemented on a real system.
An accurate simulaÈion model may bring to light
certain flaws in the optimum which, due to the
necessary assumptions in the original analysis, nay
have remained unnoticed.
Ivlaidment (29) considers that the most appropriate
approach to the solution of water resource problems
is some combination of the flexibility of
sinulation (to avoid approximation errors) and the
efficiency of optimisation (to rapidly find the
best solution). Such a combination is currently
possible through either sequential or conjunctive
use of the two techniques. CoIe (30) gives an
example of sequential use. An optinal solution for
a single multi-purpose reservoir problem is
obtained using dynanic programming, and in order to
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evaluate the results more fully he suggests
simulation of the output.
wilkinson and Smith (3I) discuss a procedure for
conjunctive application. A purpose-designed
iterative search procedure uses the output from a
simulation model to evaluate the required
incremental changes to be made in order to move
towards the optimal solution.
It is often assumed that the analyst or policy
planner has no prior knowledge of the systemr or
that the system is too complex for an optimal or
near optimal solution to be found without the aíd
of an optimisation analysis. The philosophy of the
Hydrologic Engineering Centre of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (321 does not concur
with this attitude.
Their opinion is that in system design, with an
adequately detailed simulation ¡nodel, essentiatly
good engineering judgenent may be used in lieu of
optimisation models to determine preliminary
location, type and sizing of components ín
reservoir system configurations. This approach may
be extended validly to the area of system operation
where the experience gained by individual managers
over many years gives them significant insight into
the likely effects of changes to the system. Thus,
sound human experience combined with effective
simulation modelling may prove to be as efficient
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as an optimisation study. The work by Toebes and
Rukvichai (33) is one of the few studies which
acknowledge the important process of nodel
adjustmenÈ by using the experience and insights of
the real-system operators.
UnIike optimisation, in which a reasonably standard
form of problem specification is required by each
analytical technique, irrespective of the actual
configuration of the system, the "free form" nature
of simulation allows each model formulation to be
problem specific, if so desired, from its
conceptualization to its implementation. As a
result, many examples of simulation models to be
found in the Iiterature are totally independent in
methodology. By the same logic, this freedom of
modelling a1lows a general program to be created
which can, for the single programming effort, be
used to simulate a wide varíety of different
systens by the inclusion or exclusion of various
subroutines.
An example of such a program, is given by Ford (34)
for design and operation augmentation.
Ashkanasy (35) uses recursive progranming which
allows full generality, since the model itself
chooses the most rational order of element
analysis, depending on the month to month changes
in conditions.
The Hydrologic Engineering Centre has been active
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in the area of simulation for many years.
Beard (36) describes the application of the HEC-3
reservoir simulation model, from the Hydrologic
Engineering Centre, to a system of eighteen
reservoirs and fifteen additional control points.
HEC-3 (37) is a traditional sinulation program for
any configuration of reservoir system. Reservoirs
are operated by maintaíning the user specified
balance of storage in each for every tine
interval. The time interval is specified by the
user, and the system is solved in a sequential
downstream operation. McÞlahon et al. (38) use a
second and similar simulation model HEC-SC, from
the same institution, to simulate the multi-purpose
operation of a reservoir systen for recreation,
environment, hydro-power, water supply objectives
as well as the economic impacts of a pumped storage.
A second large scale general sinulation program,
developed at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, is reported by Lenton et al. (39). The
model can be used to obtain estimates of physical
and economic performance of river basin
developments for an arbitrary system. It is
predominantly a planning tool and uses the
Monte Carlo method to evaluate indices of physical
and economic performance. A time interval of one
month is used. As in the HEC programs, water is
allocated to users in an upstrean to downstream
order with constraints on minimum flows to ensure
that downstream users are given due consideration.
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CHAPTER 4
4 LTTERATURE REVIEW - IIAN AND COMPUTER SY¡IBIOSIS
This chapter concentrates on the man-machine aspects
of interaction. An examination is made of the
literature which reviews the current potential of
computer graphics and the need for consideration of
efficient communication between operator and
computer, with finally some examples of operating
systems which have some sinilarity to the current
research.
As has been shown in the previous chapter, a wide
variety of computer techniques exist for the analysis
of all types of reservoir systems. In planning and
design many procedures do not require direct human
intervention since the decisions to be made can be
determined faster and more efficiently by utilising
mathematical analysis alone. However in the area
involving continual human judgement, that is system
operation, models positively benefit by the inclusion
of human interaction. To ensure this benefit is not
at all diminished through vague or confusing
communication between man and machine, the
formulation and results of the analysis must be
arranged to suit the inputr/output demands of the
human.
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4.1 Interactive Grar¡hic Simulation
While simulation per se may prove to have intrinsic
advantages over optimisation in some applications,
a particularly important aspect of the interactive
graphic method is the ease with which a human
operator may be included in the conÈro1 loop. This
enables the removal of much of the necessarily
restrictive decision logic required by a
stand-alone (closed loop) si¡nulation model, since
insÈead the operator is asked by the model to make
decísions to further the course of simulation'
based on continuously updated visual data
indicating the system conditions. Although
seven years separate their research papers, both
Frankhauser and Kidwell (40) in 1971, and Hurrion
and Secker (41) in 1978, stress the advantages of
this approach. Not only are the results from a
system so modelled more realistic, due to the human
decision making involvement, but also the operator
gains greater insight and understanding of the real
system and its processes, rather than sinply
receiving the end results. The graphics interface
is seen as an indispensable highly flexible
interface between operator and computer ¡nodel.
4.2 Human Fac tors in Interactive Graphics
To establish the significance of the human psyche
on the design and implementation of an interactive
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graphics program requires an excursion into some
aspects of psychology. An oft quoted article by
George Miller (421 indicates the severe linitations
placed on the amount of information the rnind can
receive, process and remember using the short span
of absolute judgement and immediate memory. The
logic behind this initial psychological approach is
that once the limits and characteristics of the
mindrs processes are known (albeit not necessarily
understood) the man-machine interface can be
designed so as to avoid reaching these li¡nits, and
also be accommodating to human ideosyncrasies.
David (43) concentrates on human perception and
information transmissíon factors and shows, through
references to many experiments, some further limíts
to the adaptability of the mind. l{any of the
points discussed are acknowledged as being
qualitatively clear, but quantitatively ill-defined.
Rather than writing in general Physiological and
psychological terms, Robert MiIIer (44)
concentrates on response time ramifications for
interactive systems. It is shown that a standard
short response time (Iow variability) suggested by
some researches is neither mandatory nor even
desirable for all computer interactions.
Illustrations of this philosophy include the highly
variable time dependency of spoken conversation,
and the different acceptable waiting periods for
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anshrers af ter completing tasks of different
complexity - known as psychologÍcal closure.
Seventeen separate categories are supplied as a
guide to possible response time variations.
Hanson (45) on the other hand is concerned with the
whole arena of interaction. A set of "User
Engineering Principles" is outlined for the design
of interactive systems.
The first principle and central theme is "Kno$t the
User". From this knowledge aII interactions can be
tailored to the userrs requirements' helped by
f urther principles of "l¡[inimise Memorisation".
"Optimise Operations", and "Engíneer for Errors".
James Martin (46) considers interactive graphic
systems in the context of man-computer dialogue.
The important limitations of the human are
discussed in the context of design for beneficial
man-computer interactions. Principles of good
interface design are suggested to avoid most
pitfaIIs.
Folley and Wallace (47) wrote a definitive paper on
man-machine interaction in L974, and its quality is
acknowledged even now, since most current
researchers refer to it. The approach used was
hinted at but not developed by researchers before
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that time in attempting to define problem areas in
interface design. The theme is simplicity itself;
Ianguage is the basis for inter-human communication
and sor logically, the same principles and
conventions which govern spoken language can be the
models on which human-computer interaction may be
built. The aim of this philosophy is that such
interaction should be so natural to the user that
he becomes una$rare of it, his mind thus being freed
for efficient problem solving. The psychological
principles which are discussed build on this
foundation and also refer to the response time
variations of Robert Miller, and Hansonrs
principles.
Spence (48) acknowledges this philosophy in his
articte outlining considerations and techniques in
interactive graphics. As an example of the
application of many of the design principles
discussed so f,ar, Simanis (49) combines most of the
accepted techniques for effective conununication in
an interactive graphics ¡nckage for data display
and analysis.
Using experience and extensive experiments on human
characteristics, the previous references have
established those factors which each author
considers important for effective communication
with the computer user. The somewhat simpler
method of asking the operators just what they
require can be equally as successful-.
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Herda et aI. (50) using a large sample of
interactive system users, have used this method to
obtain a set of seven independent characteristics
of interactive systems which the users desire.
This praçtmatic approach to the definition of system
characteristics is accepted as a valid procedure
since it is almost the only method by which all the
user-identified requirements can be evaluated.
Schneiderman (51) defends the approach, explaining
that while experiments are no guarantee of quality,
at least they are better than informed guesswork.
The experimental method can be further justified by
considering the difficulty in directly quantifying
the beneficial effects of many largely unmeasurable
elements in the system design.
Newman and Sproull (52) supply a comprehensive
systems approach to interactive graphics, and
discuss the design of the user interface. Advice
and examples are given on the subjects of the
userrs model, control language, feedback and
information display.
4.3 Applications to Reservoir lt{anagernent
The scarcity of published material dealing with
applications of interactive graphics to reservoir
systems begs the question, "why is this so?".
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System managers may have neither the time nor the
inclination to become involved in the direct
strategy formation process. They may rather prefer
to leave the formulation of feasible policies to
the analysts, and exercise their decision making
povrrers only after a series of alternatives have
been chosen (see Haith and Loucks (53) ) .
Interactive graphic simulation is, however,
particularly useful where the role of the system
manager is of paramount importance for the
successful operation of the reservoir system, since
the model then not only simulates the system
configuration but also the control mechanism
involved. Along similar lines, this simulation
method is useful for operator experiencíng so that
the potential hazards of management can be
understood and the necessary skills developed.
Absolute freedom for experinentation with different
control strategies is a third application.
This avoids the sometimes awkward problem of
attempting to define fixed operating rules based on
complex management processes wbich have a multitude
of objectives and dependencies, and also allows the
flexibility of operator redefinition of system
trade-offs to carry the sinulation through crisis
periods.
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With these factors in mind, French et aI. (54)
describe a highly flexible water resources planning
system involving colour graphics in which one of
the four major applications is as a multi-reservoir
simulation for water supply.
User control of this simulation includes fully
interactive graphical input of data and output of
results. Reservoir release rules, storage Iinits,
and reservoir balancing curves must be supplied,
and the actual simulation operation takes place as
a closed loop. Hence it does not take advantage of
the inclusion of the operator to be directly
involved as part of the operation. The model is
shown to somewhat circumvent this problen by having
the facility to rapidly change operating policies
and resimulate the problem. The systen uses Èhe
necessary compromise between a fu1ly interactive
simulation and a generalized program capable of
accepting any reservoir configuration.
Shafer (55) also considers the inclusion of the
system manager as fundamental to any modelrs
real-world significance for solving water
management problems. Hís work has involved the
synthesis of a new river basin model from the large
number of such models already in existence. It is
designed to enable the analysis of water
availabilities throughout a river basin resulting
from alternative water management policies over
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long term planning horizons. He stresses that it
is necessary for such nodels to be used by the
system managers themselves rather than computer
programmers. To this end, data input is
accomplished via an interactive conversational
input file which allows a user with only
rudimentary computing knowledge to operate the
model.
In the real-worId rather than the simulated tine
frame Abraham (50¡ dicusses a suite of computer
programs for the day to day regulation and
management of the Columbia River basin.
The conputer system performs trial simulations for
a given tine frame with the capability for operator
intervention through interactive graphics. This
facilitates the evaluation of daily control
decisions. A fast response time and interactive
graphics are key features required for this
complex, multi-purpose, multi-reservoir system.
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CHAPTER 5
5.I The Adelaide Metropolitan !{ater Supp1y System
In South Australia the capital city, Adelaide, and
its general metropolitan area have a water supply
system of moderate complexity involving the
conjunctive use of pumped supplies and natural runoff
stored in surface reservoirs. This system is
operated to maintain an adequate supply for domestic'
public and industrial use. It services noninally the
Adelaide Statisticat Division, with a population of
approximately I million, although the eastern
boundary includes some additional small townships.
This Adelaide region is in fact only a subset of a
much larger state-wide supply system based on the
River lvfurray as the supply source, but the
metropolitan system may be analysed as an isolated
system with the rest of the region contributing only
boundary conditions to the analysis.
The system under investigation includes ten
reservoirs, four weirs and three pumping stations on
the River Murrây, the single main objective being
water supply. The climate is described as
mediterranean, however temporally and spatially
erratic rainfall has made South Australia the driest
state of Australia.
The majority of the reservoirs rely on natural
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inflow, supplemented to varying degrees by purnped
water from the River Murray for maintenance of
operating storage (figure 5.I, from ref. I).
The amount of water pumped from the River Murray is
directly related to the natural inflow to the
reservoirs and their condition (i.e. volume held) at
any particular time. For example prolonged dry
weather resulting in increased demands without
storage replenishment from rainfall results in the
reservoirs being drawn down, thus requiring pumping
from the River Murray to re-establish satisfactory
storage volumes.
Pumped water is expensive, and annual pumping budgets
of several million dollars are not uncommon. As a
result, whi.le some pumping to the metropolitan area
is usually required, any extra pumping requirements
are carefully controlled and minimised when this Ís
poss ibIe.
5.2 Physical Extent of the Model
The metropolitan Adelaide headworks system is
analytically cumbersome if all the storages are
considered only as elements of a single large
system. This difficulty can be overcome by
decomposing the entire system using two leve1s of
complexity. The metropolitan system can be divided
into two zones, a northern and southern zone
(fig. 5.2). Within each zone the reservoirs, pump
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stations and demand areas are closely interconnected,
however between the zones there is only a loose
interconnection which has been ignored in the model
without loss of realism. This distinct division of
system operation has the added advantage that either
zone may be simulated individually without fear of
artifically presuming the outcome of the other. This
method is often used in practice when one zone only
is in a critical period of low storage and needs to
be examined particularly carefully.
The second level of decomposition allows each zone to
be divided into subsets or subsystems, each of which
is centred on a major water-course used for water
supply. The concept of a subsystem is quite co¡nmon
in water resources modelling, being sinply a means
whereby a large and/or complex system may be
simplified for analysis by isolating its more or less
independent components (subsystems), and examining
each of these individually as discussed in Chapter 3,
section 3.4.2. In this model, each subsystem
contains storages, demand areas and natural inflows,
while several may also be supplied from pumP
stations t ot obtain transfers from storages in other
subsystems.
The model includes the following elements in the






3. Three pump stations
The configuration of these elements within the
subsystem format is given in table 5.1 and shown in
figure 5.2. Since the function of the system has
been solely water supply for most of its operational
lifetime, and this remains the highest priority,
oÈher proposed management avenues such as flood
nitigation and recreation have not been considered.
As a result this is a single objective system.
l'lyponga reservoir is the only storage which relies
solely on its catchment inflow for replenishment.
The Anstey Hill water treatment plant illustrates the
opposite extreme at which supply in most years is
derived directly from Mannum pump station.
A detailed study has been carried out already on the
metropolitan Adelaide water supply system (f978) by
the South Australian Government (ref. I) with regard
to system augmentation over the next 30 years. The
report associated with thaÈ study is reco¡nmended
reading since its description of the supply system
provides background information on the starting point
of the current model. Input data for the current
model-, in the form of natural inflows and demands,
have been taken directly from the previous
investigation. Reference will be made where
appropriate to that study. The only modification to
the system which concerns the current research since
the publication of that study report is the
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commissioning of the Anstey Hill Water Treatment
Plant, which has taken over the demand zones formerly
supplied by Kangaroo Creek Reservoir.
A description of each of the subsystems included in
the nodel is given in the following section.
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Elements in each subsystem of the lt{etropolitan
Adelaide $later Supp1y System.
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5.3 Subsystem Discussion
To define explicitly which elements of the system are
included in the model, and which are omitted, each
subsystem is discussed individually and its operation
outlined.
5.3.1 Myponga Subsystem
The Myponga subsystem, containing only Myponga
reservoir, forms the southern boundary of the
model. Its only inflow is derived from catchment
runoff, while demands consist of transfers to the
Myponga Water District, southern metropolitan
districts, and Hindmarsh Vatley reservoir (not
modelled). The Myponga trunk main, after passing
through the previous demand zones, finally connects
with Happy Valley reservoir in the Onkaparinga
subsystem (fig. 5.3).
Since Myponga reservoir is at a higher elevation
than Happy Valley reservoir, water may flow via the
trunk main into the demand zones usually supplied
by the Onkaparinga subsystem. This operation
provides cheap water to the consumer. No punping
costs are incurred as they would be if the water
originated from the Onkaparinga subsystem, since
that subsystem can be augmented with pumped water
from the River lt{urray.
Along the Myponga trunk main are several valve
MYPONGA TRUNK MAIN
(To : Southern Districts,
Hoppy Volley Reservoir )






To Hindmorsh Volley Reservoir
(not modelled)
FIGURE : 5.3 MYPONGA SUBSYSTEM
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stations at which the pipeline may be closed thus
defining the fraction of the demand zones served by
each subsystem. It was established that the valve
on the main at the Christies Downs tanks is of
greatest significance in the majority of cases.
This valve has been included on the model to govern
the demand sharing between the two subsystems.
If the valve is closed, Myponga reservoir supplies
Myponga !{ater District, Hindmarsh Va1ley offtake'
and t,he Southern Va1es demand zone. In this case
the remaining demands of the Onkaparinga subsysten
are satisfied from the Onkaparinga sgbsystem. If
the valve is open, the model prompts for the size
of the transfer into the Onkaparinga subsystem from
Myponga. The requested volume is used to reduce
the demands on the Onkaparinga subsystem. If the
transfer is greater than the demand to be
satisfied, any excess is supplíed to Happy Valley
reservoir itself.
The magnitude of the transfer is limited by the
available capacity of Èhe Myponga trunk main after
its direct demand from ![yponga Water district is
satisfied. Pipeline capacity is factored down
between October and March to allow for excessive
within-month peak demands (see Chapter 6,
Section 6.I0). Any transfer requested which is
beyond the seasonal capacity is reduced by the
model to the available linit.
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The mechanism for indicating a transfer can only be
used when the Myponga subsystem is being considered
by the model, as the amount of water available for
transfer is highly dependent on the operator
perceived safety of the storage level in Myponga
reservoi r .
5.3.2 Onkaparinga Subsvstem
Of the two reservoirs in the Onkaparinga subsystem,
Happy Valley and Mount BoId, only Mount Bold can
obtain direct natural inftow from the River
Onkaparinga catchment. Local augmentation of this
main supply source is available through catchment
inflow at Clarendon weir, downstream of Mount BoId'
and also via the lvfurray Bridge-Onkaparinga pipeline
from the River Murray (fig. 5.4). Ctarendon weir
is not considered to maintain any sígnificant
monthly storage but its small catchment inflow can
be used to replenish Happy Valley reservoir via a
transfer main. Months may occur however during
which natural inflow accumulates at the weir at a
rate greater than the flow capacity of the transfer
main, and some fraction spills over the weir to
waste. An estinate of the "transfer function" for
the transfer main is included in the nodel.
The third form of augmentation is the transfer of
supplies from the Myponga subsystem which was











FIGURE.. 5.4 ONKAPARINGA SUBSYSTEM
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The volume of pumped water available to Mount BoId
reservoir from the Murray Bridge-Onkaparinga
pipeline is less than the total pumped at Murray
Bridge due to the sundry offtakes to townships
along the pipeline. These demands are not large
but remove a significant portion of available
pipeline supplies duríng summer months. Hence,
even when there is no pumping to the Onkaparinga
subsystem, Murray Bridge punp station supplies some
flow to satisfy these demands.
5.3.3 Torrens SubsYstem
with two weirs, three reservoirs and direct
interaction with the Mannum-Adelaide pipeline to
supply Anstey Hill lilater Treatment Plant, Èhe
Torrens subsystem is the most complex subsystem to
be included in the model (fig. 5.5).
Of the two weirs in the subsystem only Gumeracha is
nodelled, due to the lack of available data for
Gorge weir. Gorge weir which receives DeeP Creek
natural runoff has a catchment area similar in size
to that of Clarendon weir in the Onkaparinga
subsystem. Inflows from DeeP Creek are included in
the model and supplied without modification (no
transfer function) to Hope Valley reservoir.
Although this causes an overstatement of the demand
capable of being satisfied by Hope Valley
reservoir, the Vüater Resources Study (Ref . t





























insignificant for the subsystem as a whole and the
same philosophy has been adopted in the current
research.
Gumeracha weir, like Clarendon in the Onkaparinga
subsystem, has an empirical estimated transfer
function associated with it. This transfer
functíon governs the division of the weirrs
catchment inflow between MilIbrook and Kangaroo
Creek reservoirs. A fraction of inflow is
transferred to Mitlbrook reservoir as required to
¡naintain the operator specified storage and the
remainder is released to Kangaroo Creek reservoir
directly downstream of the weir. Pumping input to
the subsystem also passes through Gumeracha weir
and is shared between Millbrook and Kangaroo Creek
reservoir. Pumped transfers are assumed to be
sufficiently controlled so that they are not
affected by the weirrs transfer function.
The second factor of importance in the operation of
the subsystem is its interaction with the
Mannum-Adelaide pipeline, a direct supply line to
consumers. Pumped water from the Mannum punp
station travels directly to the Anstey Hill Water
Treatment Plant, but in addition Millbrook
reservoir can pump its storage to the plant also.
Hence this reservoir has a dual role as a storage.
Not only is it a supply storage for the Torrens
subsystem, but it also behaves as a backup supply
for the Mannum-Adelaide pipeline in the event of
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insufficient or failure of pumping at Mannun pump
station. In a more frequently used role it can
provide a cheaper source of water when it has large
inflows and high storage levels, since pumping to
Anstey Hill f rom l4illbrook punp station is much
cheaper ($8 per Megalitre) than pumping from Mannum
(at least ç24 per Megalitre).
An additional operation to which this storage may
be applied is as a balancing storage for the
Mannum-Adelaide pipeline. The section of pipetine
between the summit storage and Millbrook tanks
functions under gravity feed and so is of smaller
capacity than the pumped rising main (fig. 5.6).
This linitation can be overcome by releasing water
into Millbrook reservoir from the rising main and
pumping an equivalent amount into the pipeline from
Millbrook reservoir at the Millbrook tanks, thus
effectively bypassing the limited capacity section
of the main. The disadvantage of this technique is
its cost. Since the flow back into the pipeline at
It{illbrook Èanks is pumped twice - once at Mannum
and again at l4illbrook pumping station - the final
cost will be greater than the price associated with
water punped directly to consunption from Mannum
punp station.
The three operating modes of Millbrook reservoir
are included in the model. The operator must
specify the desired storage in Millbrook reservoir,




















to supply directly to pipeline demand from
MilIbrook reservoir must also be resolved.
Transfers of water through Millbrook in its third
mode of operation are decided by the model due to
the lack of demand information supplied to the
operator. If the li¡nited capacity main is
overtaxed due to a large transfer to Little Para
reservoir, the operator is prompted for a reduction
in the transfer. If no modification is made, the
model organises the extra diversion through
Millbrook reservoir to make up the full demand
quota. However, if the direct demand on the
Mannum-Adelaide pipeline exceeds the limiting
capacity, the model arranges the extra supply with
rìo reference to the operator.
5.3.4 Warren Subsysten
This subsystem forms part of the northern boundary
to the computer model and supplies to the northern
region of the state as well as the Warren Water
District (fig. 5.7).
Vilarren reservoir is the only storage in the
subsystem. Augmentation of natural inflow can be
obtained by a transfer from the Mannum-Adelaide
pipeline at a constant rate (425 Megalitres Per
month). Pumping at Swan Reach reduces demand on
Warrenrs storage by satisfying some northern region
demand and in low demand periods may supply flow
into ltlarren reservoir.
To Northern Demonds
















Monnum - Adeloide Pioeline
(425 Ml/month)
FIGURE :5.7 WARREN SUBSYSTEM
¡
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Any spill from Warren reservoir is taken by South
Para reservoir, and the Warren subsystem can supply
operator specified transfers to the South Para
subsystem. This quantity can be supplied by !{arren
reservoir alone or by a combination of lilarren
transfer and Swan Reach pumping after pipeline
demands have been satisfied.
5.3.5 South Para SubsysÈem
This subsystem completes the northern boundary of
the computer model. Its demands consist of the
Barossa Country Lands region and the northern
metropolitan area (fig. 5.8).
lVhile both Barossa and South Para reservoirs are
included in the model, the diversion weir
downstream of South Para reservoir, Barossa weir,
is not modelled due to its insignificant
catchment. It is assumed that transfers to Barossa
reservoir are so controlled as to never exceed Èhe
capacity of the transfer main.
As discussed under the Warren subsystem, South Para
and Warren subsystems are interconnected due to the
configuration of the Vtarren trunk main and Swan
Reach Stockwell pipeline. It is from Warren
reservoir's storage and Swan Reach pumping that
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5.3.6 Little Para Subsystem
Little Para subsystem is a recent addition to the
metropolitan headworks system - commissioned only
in 1978 - and the operation of its single storage,
Little Para reservoir, as a contributing element is
yet to be defined precisely (fig. 5.9).
Transfers to augment its small catchment inflow can
be obtained from the Mannum-Adelaide pipeline,
subject to the existing supply conditions on the
pipeline, as discussed under the Torrens
subsystem. Its snall catchment combined with the
requirement of a significant volume of groundwater
recharge cause Little Para to be primarily a
balancing storage for the pumped supplies from the
pipeline, supplying into the Barossa trunk main for
northern metropolitan demand.
Barossa reservoir in the South Para subsystem also
supplies water into the Barossa trunk main
distribution pipeline. Hence the problem exists of
what fraction of the demand in Èhis region is
supptied by each subsystem. The philosophy used in
the model concerning the division of demand between
the reservoirs resulLs from the consideration of
the economic cost of water within each subsystem.
The South Para subsystem can make more efficient
use of natural inflow than Little Para due to its
large storage and catchment area, and so the water
it supplies is cheaper, because less pumping is
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Hence the supply for the consumption in the shared
demand zones is first taken from the South Para
subsystem up to the limit of the Barossa trunk main
capacity. Thereafter Little Para supplies any
remaining deficit.
A second reason for this decision rule is the
previously mentioned lack of an operating strategy
for Little Para.
It should be noted, however, that this decision
rule is consistent with the present method of using
Little Parars storage. To date, Little Para
reservoir has been used only during months when
high demands predominate; nominally from November
to March. It is during such periods that the
Barossa trunk main is potentially utilised to its
full capacity, requiring some augmentation from
other sources than the South Para subsystem.
5.4 Service Reservoirs
The Onkaparinga, Torrens and South Para subsystems
include storages in a sPecific configuration as shown
ln table 5.2.
In each case a reservoir with a large storage
capacity and large catchment is upstream of a small
storage, negligible catchment reservoir supplying
directly to demand. The small reservoir is known as





















Table 5.2 Service Reservoir Conf iguration
condition throughout the year for either or both of
two reasons:
I. The operating head in the water treatment works at
the outleÈ to the service reservoir is dependent
on a high level in the reservoir.
2. The supply pressure in the demand area is directly
dependent on the level in the service reservoir to
maintain the required head for consumption.
Operationally, with no inflow of its own, a service
reservoir is fed from the upstream storage to keep
the desired level. Thus a service reservoir is
primarily a balancing storage for the demand zone.
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The prescribed storage levels are maintained quite
strictly, and any variation in storage is not
significant over a monthly time interval.
In the model the storage levels of the three service
reservoÍrs are rigidly set at the predefined
amounts. They cannot be nodified by the operator.
5.5 Pumped Supp1y
The three pump stations which supply water to the
subsystem reservoirs and directly into demand zones
nay be operated in a number of different
tine-dependent modes. This choice of available PunP
operations in real life is naturally directly related
to the cost of operation which is set by the
Electr icity Trust of South Australia (E.T.S.A. )
through its time-dependent power tariffs. Different
tariff rates apply to the electricity used depending
on the time of day and the associated electrical
demand in the metropolitan E.T.S.A. grid.
There are nominally three separate cost rates. The
"off-peak" rate, which is the cheapest, occurs
overnight. Next in order of increasing cost is the
"on-peak. rate which applies during the majority of
daylight hours. Finally the greatest cost is
associated with the "special on-peak" tariff which
operates during the morning and evening peak
electrical load demand periods. The tariffs are also
dependent on the type of day, that is, a week day
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(Monday to Friday) or a weekend day (Saturday or
Sunday) since the on-peak rate does not operate over
weekends (table 5.3).
The amount and mode of pumping from each pump station
is usually revised on a daily or weekly basis to
ensure that punping rates are well matched to systen
requirements and excesses are avoided. Such a short
revision interval cannot be duplicated on the
computer model due to the use of a monthly ti¡ne
interval between cycles (Chaper 6, Section 6.3). To
allow some latiÈude concerning within-nonth pumping'
the model does allow weekly increments of operation
to be specified. The alternative time interval for
operation of pumps, rather than from one week to the
whole month, is "intermittent" usage. This
corresponds to a rate of pumping which keeps pace
only with direct pipeline offtakes and no transfers
are supplied to the reservoirs.
The direct pipeline offtakes are the small townships
along each pÍpeline which rely on the pumped supply
for their existence. It is due to their need that
neither Murray Bridge nor tt{annum pumping is ever
completely shut off and their demands in the summer
months can reduce available pipeline capacity
significantty. The }lannum supPly to the Anstey Hill
Water Treatment Plant (fig. 5.5) is an extreme
example of a Pipeline offtake. In past summers with
heavy demands, the Mannum pumP statíon supply rate
has managed to match the Anstey Hill demand, but left
RATE
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TABLE 5.3 Typical time Cependencies of E.T.S.A.
electriciEy tarrif rates.
no spare caPacity for
Torrens subsystem.
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transfers to reservoirs in the
!{hile some of the previous factors can be considered
as general in nature and apply to aII the punp
stations, each installation is different.
Murray Bridge and Swan Reach pumping stations each
house three pump sets and the Mannum station four
pumps, however the Swan Reach station operates only
in off-peak and on-peak modes due to a different form
of electricity tariff raÈing defined by E.T.S.A.'
based on changing costs as the volume pumped
increases (table 5.4). The Swan Reach pumping
station has the smallest caPacity of the three and
this combined with the rating system previously
mentioned makes it the most costly to operate (table
5.5). This is also the reason why the internittent
purnping for Swan Reach in the model is zero, since
usually the atternpt is made to regularly supply most
of the pipeline offtakes from the Warren subsystem
rather than Swan Reach.
Mannum and Swan Reach pump stations have the
additional capability of supplying to more than one
subsystem (table 5.6). Mannum may supply not only
the Torrens subsystem but also Little Para subsystem
and a f ixed off t,ake (425 Megalitres/month) to the
lilarren subsystems. Swan Reach may supply to both
!{arren and South Para subsystem. Such flexibility
has required the inclusion of selective 'PUMP" and
PERIOD QUANTITY TARIFF






on peak all consumption 3.55 Ç/kwh
(a) Typical tariffs for electricity usage
(b) Times for off peak and on peak t-arrifs'
TABLES 5.4 Swan Reach PumPing data
PERIOD
TIMES TOTAI IIOURS
I^IEEK DAY IITEEK END DAY I^IEEK DAY I,IEEK END DAY
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TABLE 5.5 Comparison of maximum pumping rates
and their associated costs.






















I'NO PUII{P" options in the program so that the
subsystem to receive the pumped transfer may be
specified by the operator.
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CHAPTER 6
6. MODEL DESCRIPTION - GENERAI,
This chapter introduces the detailed consideration of
the model and its various facets. It is the first of
five chapters dealing with different aspects of the
whole model. It outlines general considerations for
model control, calculation, data, economics, and
explains some fundamental aspects of the whole model.
6.1 Model Perspective
The simulation model consists of a total of twenty
subroutines of varying length. It proved to be
necessary to overlay the subroutines to avoid
excessive memory requirements and thereby
conveniently fit into the 32 K memory available for
use. A detailed description of the computing
aspects of the nodel will be found in Chapter 9.
The purpose of the computer model is not to
investigate the water supply in detail, but rather
to be a instrument which can be used to follow the
decision processes of an operator through several
years of simulated system operation. As a result of
this particular emphasis there are certain aspects
included in the model which might not normally be
considered for the examination of a water supply
system alone. Such characteristics include a
totally interactive facility, full graphical output
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on a DEC-9raphics terninal, and the calculation and
storage of performance criteria based on the
operatorsr decisions at each step of the simulation.
As the basic foundation of the program, a simulation
model of the Adelaide metropolitan headworks system
was designed and implenented. Detailed modelling is
included only to that level which is of significance
over a one month time interval. It is important to
ensure that the operator has a similar degree of
control over the simulation model as is available in
the actual system operating in real time, and that
the controls simulate those which are farniliar.
This was accomplished by structuring the model
interactively and using computer graphics with
lightpen and keyboard facilities. These
considerations are designed to help the operator use
the model without changing any usual habits of
operation. In addition, the availability of
computer graphics enables a suitable graphical
substitute to be made for the data normally received
by the operator in the real life situation. As a
result the operatorsr personal ,'operations feel',
associated with system management can be brought
into play to hetp in choosing reasonable strategies
for the more efficient and realistic operation of
the system model.
A photograph of the visual display unit showing the
Torrens Subsystem diagram as used in the research is
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Figure 6.I Visual display unit used for the research $tith
the lightpen at the right of the screen. The Torrens
Subsystem is being displayed.
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An option of particular importance supplied to the
operator by the model is the ability to investigate
any strategy for a given month without being
conmitted to that mode of operaÈion. This is
designed to enhance decision-making by enabling a
suitable choice to be made from a series of quick
prelininary "experiments" with different strategies.
In order to gauge the efficiency and effectiveness
of program operationr vârious performance indices
are calculated during the simulation, based on the
progressive effects of the operational policy.
These also provide an indicator of the philosophy of
the operator on system usage.
6.2 Conputing Requirements
The computer on which the program has been developed
and flnally used ls a Digital Equipment Corporation
PDP LL/34 with 126K of core memory, RSX.tlM
operating executive (version 3.21 and an RK05 disc
storage facility.
The computer graphics is controlled by a second
PDP LL/14 linked to the main computer, but dedicated
to the graphics terminal, a type VT-II. This
computer configuration is known as a
I'Host-Satellite" system. The main program resides
in the nain PDP LL/34 processor (host computer) and
when required sends data messages via a moderate




which is waiting to receive the
A second much smaller program task is executing in
the satellite and processes the information supplied
by the host, changing elements on the screen and
storing data from the screen accordingly.
For this particular interactive application, the
program used in the satellite computer is written
specifically to reduce the response time for graphic
attention handling, since the waiting period is
unacceptably slow when lightpen interactions are
processed in the host comPuter.
The simulation program is written in Fortran IV Plus
and the graphics images are built usíng the Digital
Corporation high level graphics language
DEC-Graphic ll. (ref. 21.
The characteristics of the computer prevent a task
accessing more than 32K of memory and so the program
has been built as an overlaid task. This has been
accomplished through the use of modular subroutines.
6.3 Choice of time interval
The amount of detail included in a simulation model
of a water supply system is highly dependent on the
time interval used for the increment of simulation.
A time step of one month was chosen for the
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following reasons:
I The operators of the real system use a monthly
interval in determining and updating the system
strategy. It was desired to use the time
interval with which they are familiar.
2. A fully interactive program requires the operator
to make decisions at the end of each time
interval. Shorter tine intervals would have
protracted the amount of ti¡ne required to
complete any simulation period. This may have
produced fatigue, boredom and,/or frustration in
the operator. It turns out that a one month time
step allows one year's simulation to be modelled
in about 50 ninutes of concentrated effort.
3. Data on a monthly sunmary basis is readily
available as a result of the previous system
investigation (ref. I). Data for shorter time
intervals is not only more difficult to obtain in
usable form but also less reliable.
4. The interest of the research lies primarily in
the examination of the operation of the major
storages over several years of simulated demand
and inflow. Using time intervals of less than
one month, such minor effects as changes in
pipeline storage, changing levels in balancing
tanks and general "noise" within the system
become significant in the modelling Process, and
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a more highly detailed, and hence slower and more
expensive simulation is the result. Over a
monthly interval most if not aII these operating
fluctuations balance themselves out and the nodel
can be simplified correspondingly, with an
attendant increase in speed of execution and
economy.
6.4 The Annual Cycle
To facilitate the consideration of realistic
economic activity on the basis of the financial
year, which is the time base around which the real
systen operation is moulded, the model progresses in
nonthly increments from July to June of successive
years. Of course the interactive capability of the
model allows simulations to start at any month
chosen, however it should be noÈed that the
simulation will stop in June of the final year, not
in December. This is convenient since mid-year
corresponds to the winter seasonr so that the model
is not terminating in summer, when high demands and
Iow inflows make system operation more taxing on the
operator and hence more interesting analytically.
6.5 Time required for Simulation
The time required to complete one annual cycle of
simulation is highly dependent on the ability or
willingness of the operator to make decisions
rapidly as opposed to slow deliberation. The
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potential speed of decision making supplied by the
model can prove to be a shock Èo the operator,
albeit only initially. It may require some
readjustment in thinking patterns since operating
decisions in "real life" system control can normally
be made over an extended period of time several
days or a week.
On the present installation a period of 50 minutes
per year of simulation is conmon. Implementation on
a faster computer could reduce this time through
smaller response times for commands. However, due
to the availability of hard copy output at the end
of each simulation session, an extended period of
tine may be simulated over several sessions, the
output from the previous session providing the
starting data for the next.
6.6 Operator Interaction
To avoid a lengthy familiarisation phaser âD
interactive nodel requires the minimum of commands
to be learned by the operator. Each programmed
command must be clear and unambiguous. A furthert
sometimes contradictory requirement is that these
controls should be sufficiently powerful to perform
the desired operations with littl-e or no additional
user input.
The accent in the modelrs interaction with the user
rests with the use of a lightpen, since few
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operators are likely to be adept at the rapid use of
a computer terminal keyboard. The lightpen is a
pen-tike device which, when pointed at sensitised
areas of the display screen, will interrupt the
program execution to enable user-written control
subroutines to manipulate the display. These
sensitised itens (words or synbols), known as
Iightbuttons, function as on-off switches in the
Pr09 ram.
Such simple switching, while avoiding complex
interaction, poses some problems in fulfilling the
requirements mentioned before. Fortunately the
Ievel of control to operate the nodel can be reduced
to a limited set of simple on-off commands.
The facility to test run trial nonthly operations of
the sysÈem and see the results is the key feature
which governed the design of the list of
tightbuttons. without the ability to experiment
rapidly with a variety of alternative management
strategies, the operator is in no position to decide
on a best solution to his current system control
problem. Hence the necessity for two modes of nodel
function is immediately obvious, one for
experimentation and another for tagging the final
choice of operation. This need gave rise to both
the "PREVIEVü" and "ACCEPT" Iightbuttons.
I'PREVIE!{" a1lows the operator to see the result of
his proposed strategy on the current operation of
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the system at the end of the present month, given
average data for calculation. "ACCEPT" informs the
model that the operating strategy as shown on the
display screen is the mode to be implenenÈed for the
present month interval.
Two further controls were considered necessary for
the effective use of the model. The I'CHECK"
lightbutton allows the user to check the condition
of other inter-connected subsystems before
committing himself to a decision. The "RE\IERTU
lightbutton returns the state of the subsystem on
the display screen to that occurring at the start of
the month, so that the incremental change in
subsystem storage may be seen. This has been
included, since after a series of exPeriments it is
easy to lose track of Èhe subsystemrs starting
conditions.
The remaining lightbuttons on the screen, used to
choose the subsystem, set up pumping configurations,
or set the flows between subsystems are simply
"picks". That ís, their on-off states do not
control the sinutation but rather fix the model
operation in one of a number of alternatives.
Data influence on Calculation
As discussed in the previous section, the facility
of an experimentation mode (PREVIEW) ' to test
potential strategies, requires a separate set of
6.7
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data files of an average nature, to indicate the
likely outcome of the operations, $rithout revealing
the secrets of the " real" stochastic data used in
rrACCEPTrrmode.
Average inflow data is available only on a total
subsystem basis, in that it is given as a single
total inflow to the subsystem with no indication of
its spatial distribution. On the other hand,
stochastic data for inflow is available as generated
values for each individual storage.
Of the stochastic data sets available it was decided
to use one with average characteristics. This
investigation is aimed at exploring the operatorsl
ability under normal conditíons, and an average data
file still supplies ample variability for the study.
The difference in the level of detail between the
average and stochastic data sets results in
different degrees of accuracy when each set is used
for calculations. The individual treatment of
storages in the stochastic data allows a check to be
made on the new storage volume of a reservoir to
ensure that it does rþt obtain more water than its
inflow and transfers supply to it. Such a check
cannot be made when using the average data.
This problem is currently only relevant to the
Torrens subsystem which has three storages, but is
not appreciable under the normal range of operating
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conditions. In "PREVIEW" mode, Millbrook reservoir
may be programmed to obtain a higher storage, and
hence Kangaroo Creek receives a lower storage, than
may actually occur. This is not considered to be a
serious problem since both reservoirs are dependent
for some inflow on the same catchment area above
Gumeracha Weir (fig. 5.4), and so their storage
changes are interdependent. The discrepancy is
rectified immediately when stochastic data is used.
6.8 Hydraulic Accuracy
Due to the choice of a monthly time step, the
instantaneous dynanic hydraulic equations for flow
and head-loss could not be used in the model. For
these equations to be relevantr modelling intervals
of minutes or hours would be required in the peak
periods. In view of this limitation, monthly
capacities for pipelines, transfers and offtakes are
used to limit the system flows.
To allow for peak demand periods within a month,
when demands cou1d, f.or a short whiler be greater
than the supply capacity, the nominal monthly
capacity of certain pipelines within the system are
reduced during the sunmer months (OcÈober to
ApriI). These pipelines are the Myponga trunk main,
Barossa trunk main and the Anstey Hill section of
the Mannum-Adelaide pipeline. This procedure is in
accordance with the water resources study (section
6.3.5' ref. 1).
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Hydraulically calculated spill was also considered
as a possible option to be included in the model,
but several factors discouraged this:
t Inflowsr âs monthly totals, give no
their time of occurrence within the
rate of inflow relative to demand.
approximation of spill is simply an





2. Spill rates on some of the reservoirs can be
controlled over a wide range of flows usÍng
radial gates on the spillways. Therefore there
is no constant rate of spill.
3. Data on
readily
all the spillways in the system are not
available.
As a result, the spill is calculated simply as that
storage which exceeds the maximum storage of the
reservoir after demands and transfers are satisfied.
Vühen subsystems (Warren and South Para), or storages
within a subsysten (MiIlbrook, Gumeracha, Kangaroo
Creek) are in series along a single watercourse'
spill from an upstream storage can be used by the
next storage downstream. However' spilI from
storages with a weir and/or service reservoir
downstream is considered as waste, since the
operating rule for the service reservoir has already
ensured that it contains sufficient waterr so the
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weir all-ows the spill to be lost out of the
subsystem. Hence the concept of "subsystem spiIl"
rather than reservoir spill is used. This is
calculated as the excess water in a subsysten which
cannot be used by any downstream storage within the
subsystem.
At, the opposite extreme, deficits are assumed to
occur when one reservoir in a subsystem runs dry.
Service reservoirs cannot be drawn down to prevent
deficits occurring since their operating rules are
at present considered fixed. The simulation
continues in spite of an empty reservior and the
deficit and its duration are noted until inflows
and/or transfers are supplied to bring the enpty
storage back into effective operation once more.
At present there is no means to include consumer
restrictions as an alternative to recording a
deficit. This is a highly subjective matter and
needs a separate investigation of its own before
being realistically included and considered as a
quantifiable economic factor .
6.9 Inclusion of Economic Criteria
Including some form of economic assessment of system
operation in the Program is mandatory not only as a
measure of the efficiency of operation, but also as
a guide for the operator as to how effectively the
chosen strategy is performing. This is a real life
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constraint of particular importance in defining the
best path through the "grey area" of water
management between the extremes of spill and deficit
in any subsystem.
While the inclusion of a conprehensive econonic
analysis is certainly not beyond the available
computing capability, discussions with personel
familiar with the real system operation indicated
that such an analysis would be of no advantage.
The costs associated with amortisation of capital
investment, and the cost of operation and
maintenance continue independent of high or low
demand conditions. The result of this is that the
segment of the total water budget which causes any
appreciable variation in cost is the highly variable
cost of purnping water from the River Murray.
Data for the variable unit cost of punping water at
each pump station are providedr so that the monthly
pumping strategy for all pump stations can be
costed, and the overall cost per kilolitre supplied
for the month, displayed to the operator.
!{ithout the inclusion of economic assessment, the
subsystems can be operated without a great deal of
difficutty, since in most subsystems pumping may be
used at any time, regardless of cost to avoid supply
problems. However, an economical strategy and
efficient operation can only be formulated with some
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economic feedback from the model to the operator.
The display of a calculated unit cost of supply
provides that feedback.
6.I0 Model Assumptions
As implied in chapter 2 there is rarely a
combination of real life system and modelling
technique for which at least a few simplifications
need nct be made. The Adelaide metropolitan
reservoir syst,em is moderat,ely complex in its form
and interaction, and an adequate model of its
functions can be constructed only with appropriate
assumptions and sinplifications.
The reasons for using a one-month time increment in
the model have already been outlined in this
chapter, and several assumptions are required as a
direct result of that decision. fncluded in this
section are the assumptions which may not become
apparent in the discussíon of the program' but are
fundamental to its design and methodology.
1. All- system elements which vary over a tine
interval smaller than one month are considered
insignificant.
2. Unaccounted losses within a subsystem are assumed
to be insignificant on a monthly interval.
e.g. seepage loss from storages
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Iosses in transfers along water courses
Ieakage in pipelines
3 Transient lag times of flow between reservoirs,
notin pipelines or down stream beds




4. Certain nominal monthly pipeline supply
capacities are factored down to allow for the
real life situation of within-month peak demands
exceeding pipeline capacity during the months
October to March. The pipelines are the lt{yponga
trunk main, the Barossa trunk main and the final
section of the Mannum-Adelaide pipeline to Anstey
HiII water treatment plant. The factor used is
0.68 (Ref . l: section 6.3.5).
The storage assigned to each reservoir is the
maximum usable volume of the particular
reservoir. No restrictions on minimum storage
levels are made.
Individual reservoir spiII is calculated as the
excess storage above maximum storage of the
reservoir remaining after all demand on the
storage has been satisfied. Total subsystem
spill is based on the excess water within the
subsystem not taken by any downstream storage in
the subsystem.
6
7. A deficit in supply is recorded when a reservoir
I
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in a subsystem empties before all subsystem
demand is satisfied.
Evaporation loss from a reservoir is based on
standard storage vs evaporation curves for each
month of the year.
The model uses the financial year, JuIy to June,
as the annual simulation cycle. A simulation
period may start in any month, but will always
finish at the end of June.
10. Two weirs, Clarendon and Gumeracha, are included
in the model. They are allowed to contribute
t,heir catchment inflows to other storages in the
particular subsystems, but are assumed to hold
no significant storage of their o!ìrn. They also




7. Model Operation and Control
In this chapter the various aspects of model
calculation and operation are noted and discussed.
It is not intended to provide a detailed description
of atl subroutine operations, since each subroutine
is well endowed with comments to describe its
successive operations and needs no further
explanation. These subroutines are outlined in some
detail in Chapter 9.
However, the general procedures used in the model
which may not be clear from reading through
subroutine listings are included r âs are the system
controls and indices.
7.L The Host - Satellite Configuration
An important feature of the model is that its
control is divided between two interconnected
computers (see Section 6.21. While the main body
of the nodel's control and logic resides in the
host computer, the libraries of graphic functions
for creating images on the display screen are
resident in the satellite computer. Under normal
conditions it is adequate for any program executing
in the host simply to call up the apPropriate
picture elements from the satellite Iibraries Èo
form screen images. However when feedback from the




the overall computer system
The particular installation used for this model is
a time-sharing system which means that several
tasks can be serviced at the same time. That is,
the main processor is not dedicated to the
completion of one program at a time, but sr,rtaps jobs
in and out of central memory at appropriate
intervals, so that a number of different jobs may
execute. This system is highly satisfactory for
batch mode tasks in which the executive control
system of the computer remains autonomous. However
the problem arises with Iightpen-ínteractive tasks
that the main program may be swapped out of central
memory while waiting for the operator to make the
next lightpen move. From the operator's viewpoint
this situation presents itself as an unacceptably
long wait for acknowledgement of the lightpen
command, until internally the main program is
swapped back into memory to continue executing.
To avoid this situation a program may be written
for the satellite processor to register and accept
the lightpen commands. Beíng independent of the
host processor executive, there is no danger of the
satellite program being halted or delayed while
other tasks take their allotted place. The result
is a vastly superior response time for the operator
and due to the instantaneous "handshake" between
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satellite and host, a more efficient use of host
computer processor time.
7.2 System Balancing - Subsystem Considerations
At the end of each monthly cycle, where all
subsystem operations have been set by the operator
and indicated to the model through the ACCEpT
lightbutton, the model must use the prescribed
subsystem strategies in conjunction with stochastic
inflow and demand data to calculate the actual
system response for the starting point to the next
nonth. Due to the interactive nature of the model,
a minimum "off-line" tine, while the calculations
are performed, is required. This naturally implies
an avoidance of iterative procedures in favour of
direct sequential processes wherever Possible.
Thus while the operator may chose any subsystem for
investigation with the lightpen, the order in whÍch
subsystems are considered when the whole system is
being balanced independently of the operator
becomes significant.
Three subsystems Myponga, Torrens and Ì{arren
are capable of supplying transfers to other
subsystems. In addition, South Para and Little
Para subsystems both supply to a common demand zone
and so the supply fraction of one subsystem must be
determined before the demand on the other can be
calculated. It is advantageous to consider such
subsystems first, to confirm that the conditions
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for the requested transfer are satisfied and to
avoid modifying the receiving subsystem storages if
incoming transfers cannot be supplied. Table 7.L
indicates the main subsystem interconnections and
dependencies. These considerations result in a
clear, sequential order of subsystem calculation to
ensure that iterative calculation is avoided.
Table 7.2 shows the order in which the subsystems
are placed to effect this desired calculation
management.
Avoidance of iteraÈion
allows the adoption of
doctrine.


































Table 7 .2 Calculation order for subsystems in the
modeI.
Since the level of operator interaction does not
involve massive upheavals in program control but
rather an interruption of the cycle before
permitting it to continue ' this potential trouble
spot in system control is easily included in the
monthly cycle along the same lines as Èhe other
stand-alone elements.
7.3 System Indexing
It has been shown in the previous section that
certain subsystems require consideration before
others. From this realistion it is a natural
progression to number the subsystems according to
their position in the calculation queue so that
cycling through system calculation is a simple
matter.
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Similarly, the storages require an index for their'
reference not only within each subsystem but also
on a total system basis. Numbering is set up in a
downstream order in each subsystem commencing with
the first subsystem (Myponga).
Pumpstations are also numbered simply according to
their relative subsystem posiÈion.
These indices are used throughout the model for aII
arrays which concern the system elements. A
sunmary is given in Table 7.3.
7.4 Subsystem Calculation
Irrespective of the mode of model operation, or
whether calculating for the current nonth or future
predictions, the same calculation routine is used
throughout, nodified only by data requirements.
The division of the whole system into sets of
storages using the subsystem principle (Chapter 5,
Section 5.2) somewhat supercedes the significance
of storages operating individually to supply
demand, in favour of the subsystem as the basic
unit of supply. Nevertheless calcutation is
required on both the subsystem level and individual
storage level of detail. For exampJ_e, demand is
defined in terms of demand zones supplied by a



















































are considered in terms of individual
7.4.L Basic Calculation Methodology
AIl storage calculations and adjustments are








= subsystem storage at the start of
time interval (t+I)
= subsystem storage at the start of
time interval t
= natural inflow during time
interval t
= net effective punping into
subsystem
= ( total pumping) - (other
transfers) - (pipeline offtakes)
= transfers into subsystem in time t
= demand during time interval t,
from demand zones associated with
the subsystem
= transfers out of subsystem Ín
time t





Elements in this equation are now discussed in
the order of calculation within the model.
Evaporation E(t) :
From the appropriate set of evaporation
tables (see Chapter 10), the evaporation
corresponding to the starting volume of the
reservoir is interpolated linearly for the
month. This value is not removed
immediately, but added to the demand value.
No evaporation is taken from weirs since they
are assumed to hold no significant storage
(Chapter 6t Section 6.10).
2. Inflow, I (t) :
Natural inflow is provided as either total
subsystem data or stochastic values for
individual storages (Chapter 6,
Section 6.71. In I'PREVIEW!' mode total
subsystem inflow is added to the total
subsystem storage to obtain a final gross
total, whereas "ACCEPT" mode adds individual
inflows to storages before summation to a
total subsysten storage figure.
(a) A Note on lileirs:
The two weirs in the model contribute to
the natural infow of their respective
subsystems only in TTACCEPTI mode when
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they are assigned inflow. Augmentation
of subsystem storage occurs with the
transfer of their inflowr âs much as
possible, to the connected reservoir.
The method used to establish the amount
of transfer has been provided by the
water resources study (Ref. I,
Section 4.3.21 . It can be appreciated
that while the transfer tunnels between
weir and reservoir have a peak
instantaneous flow capacity, if inflow
to the weir catchment occurs at a rate
greater than the tunnel capacity, there
will be some spíIlage of water to
waste. Thus a limit on the avaíIable
monthly transfer with respect to monthly
inflow is required.
This has been modelled bY using
empiracle transfer function curves based
on historicat flows at Gumeracha weir.
Their form is quite simple and using
straight line approximations the volume
transferable is easily determinedr with
any remaining inflow not transferred
being spilled downstream.
with reference to figure '7.I, the points
A and B are stored in the model

















FIGURE 7.1 TYPICAT WEIR TRANSFER FUNCTION
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the weir inflow, a straight line
interpolation is made to determine the
potential transfer volume.
Spill from Clarendon weir is added to
the Onkaparinga subsystem spi11, however
spill from Gumeracha weir is taken by
Kangaroo Creek reservoir, directly
downstream, and so does not affect total
subsystem spiIl.
3. Incoming transfers, Ti (t) :
Incoming transfers, namely Myponga supplying
to the Onkaparinga subsystem, or Warren
(spiIl) supplying to South Para, are added
directly to the total subsystem storage.
Checks for the correctness and size of the
transfer are not required since they have
already been made in the supplying subsystem.
4. Punped transfers, P(t):
When the operator makes a request for a
pumped transfer to a subsystem, a series of
calculations occurs.
First1y, using the pumping data for the
associated pumpstation, the total quantity of
pumping is calculated from the existing
pumping configuration. Demands of sundry
offtakes along the pipeline are then removed




specified offtakes such as the Little Para
transfer from Mannum pumping and South Para
transfer from Swan Reach pumping. The
renaining net purnping is available as the
transfer into the subsystem. This is added
to the summed subsystem storage.
Demands, D(t):
The accumulated demands of the subsystem
demand zones and subsysten evaporation are
removed from the total subsystem storage as
a single value irrespective of the result
being positive or negative. Shared demand
zones are facilitated by splitting up the
nonthly demands between subsystems at the
time of data assignment, i.e. South Para and
Little Para demands.
Transfers out of the subsystem, To(t):
Transfers out of a subsystem are possible
from the ltlyponga subsystem (Myponga to
Onkaparinga), from the Torrens subsysten
(Millbrook to Mannum-Adelaide pipeline) and
from lilarren subsystem to South Para. These
operator-specified amounts are subject to
two constraints.
(i) there is sufficient volume in the
subsystem to supply the transfer given
the already set operating rules for
some reservoirs.
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(ii) there is sufficient capacity in the
supplying pipeline to transfer the
requested amount.
If either of these conditions are not met, a
reduced or non-existent transfer occurs.
'l .4.2 Subsystem Decom pos it ion
After the total subsystem demand is removed from
the subsystem, a net subsystem storage remaíns to
be divided among several reservoirs.
The fixed storages of the service reservoirs are
first removedr âs also is Millbrook's specified
storage (Torrens Subsystem), Ieaving a volume
from which transfers and the remaining storage
must be defined. At this stage, if the total
storage value is negative, without augmentatÍon
from an upstream storage (Torrens Subsystem
only), then a deficit equal to the negative
storage is recorded r ño transfers are supplied
and the remaining subsystem storage is zero. If
the total is positive, then requested transfers
are supplied either until the storage runs out or
they are fully discharged. If storage still
remains positive after removal of transfers, then
this final increment is assigned to the remaining
reservoir in the subsystem.
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fn the event that more water is avail-able than
can be taken by the subsystem, then the excess is
spilled from the subsystem and is defined as the
subsystem spi11.
7 .4.3 Torrens Subsystem
The Torrens subsystem requires special
explanation due to the operation of Millbrook
reservoir as a supply route to the Anstey HiIl
lilater Treatnent Plant.
(i) Millbrook reservoir as a subsystem element.
While an increaqe in storage may be
specified by the operator for Millbrook
reservoir, it canrpt obtain a greater
storage increase then that supplied by the
co¡nbination of its natural inflow and punped
transfers.
If a greater storage than possible is
specified, the reservoir takes the value of
its maximum available storage only.
Conversely, if more inflow is available than
is required to obtain the desired storâ9ê,
any excess is immediately taken by Kangaroo
Creek reservoir downstream.
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reservoir supplying to pipeline(ii) Millbrook
and plant.
The monthly subsystem inflow total used in
I'PREVIEW'| mode is assumed to occur only
above llillbrook reservoir and Gumeracha
weir. This allows the option for the use of
virtually all the subsystem inflow through
Millbrook reservoir. This assumption is
consistent with the operation of the real
system for which an estimate of more than
80t of subsystem natural inflow occurs above
Mitlbrook reservoir and Gumeracha weir.
(a) I'PREVIEW'' MOdE:
Since all inflow is assumed to be
available to Millbrook reservoir,
then the excess volume not used to
ensure compliance with the operator
specified storage is available to
supply the pipeline: i.e.
EXSMIL = S (IMON'6) -S (NXTMON'6)




























































The demand on Anstey Hitl is reduced
only if the potential supply (AVAIL or
DEMMIL) is positive. Thus if a
sufficiently large new storage is
requested f or ltlillbrook, or little
inflow is received r Do supply may occur.
If the supply from Millbrook is greater
than the demand of Anstey Hill a
reduction is made in the supply to
match the demand. This results in the
excess supply being ultimately assigned
to Kangaroo Creek reservoir instead of
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being held in Millbrook reservoir.
(iii) Millbrook reservoir used to bypass gravity
section of pipeline.
Millbrook reservoir is used as a bypass of
the gravity section of the Mannun-Adelaide
pipeline if the Little Para Èransfer and
Anstey Hill demand combine to exceed the
gravity feed capacity.
If this is the case, the excess to be
shunted through Millbrook is defined:
XSDEM = PIPOFT+TRAN-CAPSI M
where XSDEM = volume supplied from
Millbrook
= Anstey Hill pipeline demand
= Little Para transfer
= capacity of the gravity
section of the
Ir{annum-Adela ide pipe line
between summit storage and
Millbrook tanks
This excess to be supplied through lltillbrook
is defined as a transfer into Millbrook
reservoir and is added to the existing (if






Operation of Pumped Supp1y
There are two modes of operation of Mannum and
Murray Bridge pumpstations due to their
responsibility for several pipeline offtakes.
The first mode of operation is also used by Swan
Reach punpstation exclusively. When a pumped
transfer is requested by the operator, the number
of pumps to be used, and their control strategy
must be set - for examplez 2 pumps, offpeak for
3 weeks. The pumping for such an operation is
calculated and supplied to the appropriate
subsystem.
If no pumping is required from the pumpstation or
intermittenÈ pumping is specifiedr â second mode of
operation is used. Due to the presence of pipeline
offtakes along the [tannum to Adelaide and Murray
Bridge to Onkaparinga pipelines, punping must be
maintaíned to supply Èheir offtake demands. This
requires the model to iteratively check the pumping
data until a configuration is found that will
satisfy the offtakes within the month time period.
This desired setting is found by looping through
the pump combinations, starting at the off peak
rate, from one pump up to the pumpstation maximum
and then incrementing the pumping rate by one hour
and starting again until the demand is matched by
the month's pumping. The strategy so determined is
cheaper than looping the hourly pumping rates first


















FIGURE 7.2 I'IETHOD USED BY MODEL TO DETERMINE APPROPRIATE PT'MPING STRATEGY
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This same method of punping management is used
whenever the operator specifies too much or too
little purnping f or the sYstem.
7.6 System Parameters
Four calculations not directly required for
furthering the simultion are performed to supPly
feedback to the operator and calculate parameters
for his performance.
7 .6. I Feedback
(a) Cost of SupPlY:
After the pumping confíguration on a
pumpstation is set, cost data ($'s per
megalitre) are used to establish the punping
biII for the month. This'value is summed
with the costs from the other pumpstations
to give a total cost of pumping. This cost
is shared over the entire demand region
giving an average unit cost for the current
month which is displayed to Èhe operator.
i. e. COSTKL = TOTCST/TOTDEI4 * 10
where COSTKL = unit, cost of water in cents
per kilolitre for the month
TOTCST = total cost of pumping from
all three pumpstations ($)
TOTDEM = total system demand
(megali tres )
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(b) Fraction of Demand supplied by pumps.
This is given as a percentage value. The
total pumping from all the pumpstations is
divided by the total demand of the system as
a whole. If the resulting fraction is
greater than I, it is made equal to unity -
this is convenient for the bargraph format
in which it is displayed.




percentage of system demand
pumped from the River Murray
summation of punping at all
three pumpstations
(mega Ii tres )
total system demand
(megalitres)
7.6.2 Operator Perf ormance
(a) Use of natural inflow
Inflow can be either stored in a reservoir
or used to satisfy demand. If it is stored,
the demand must be supplied from transfers.
Thus the net demand to be supplied by the
combination of reservoir storage and inflow
is the difference between the subsystem
demand and incoming transfers. This demand
7.7
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fraction indicates how well- inflow is
utilized. Thus the fraction of inflow used
for demand is given by:
inflow fraction ( DEMAND- TRANSFER ) /TNFLOW
(b) Use of incoming transfers
Incoming subsystem transfers may be
sufficient to supply only subsystem demands'
or large enough to augment subsystem storage
as weIl. The fraction of subsystem transfer
used to satisfy denand is given by:
transfer fraction DEMAND/TRANSFER
"Preview" Mode Predictions
The forms of data used in "ACCEPT" and I'PREVIEWTI
modes have already been pointed out to be
different in their relation to the subsystem
(Chapter 6t Section 6.7). Of particular
importance is the tyPe of inflow data used to
check the likely result of subsystem management
in I'PREVIEW" mode. The inflow data used is that
of the 90* probability of exceedence rainfall for
the subsystem catchments. This is usually fairly
certain to be the minimum probable inflow for any
given month. It is the same probabitity level as
that used in the real system management for
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prediction of future monthsr inflows.
7.8 Calculation CycIes
From the information given so far it can be
appreciated that the model can adequately
calculate the changing subsystem storages at each
monthly interval. However the effects of
management f or the current nonth are rnt quite
sufficient for the model operator. He not only
wishes to know that the system management is
satisfactory for the irunediate short term
(current month) but also what critical events
(spill or deficit) are likely in the future
months of the year.
The modeÌ supplies this information in the form
of confidence limits on the end-of-year storage
for the one unregulated storage in each
subsystem. Two sets of calculation are
performed, one using inflow based on 10t
probability of exceedence and the other using 90t
probability of exceedence inflow. This gives the
range of storage which may be expected by the end
of the year. The data is in the same form as
that for "PREVIEW" mode (see Chapter 6,
Section 6.7), that is a total subsystem inflow
figure, and so the same calculation method is
used.
These future predictions use the storage
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calculated for the end of the current month and
cycle through the subsequent months using only
their respective probable natural inflows to
augment subsystem storage. It is assumed that
the existing subsystem management strategy is
operative only for the current month in making
the predictions. This gives a better indication
of how the subsystem is like1y to behave in
future rather than if the strategy is continued
through succeeding months. In the event that a
critical state develops in the predictions before
June, that is either spill or deficit, the
predictive calculation stops and the month and
type of extreme event are displayed to the
operator (Chapter 8, Section 8.5).
Hence there
calculation
are three cycles of use for the
routines:
Current month operation including all
elements of the chosen strategY -
punped inflows, transfers, storages.
Use end-of-month storage with IOt
probability of exceedence inflows only to
cycle through future months up to June.







Control and Communication Elements
Within the suite of programs forming the body of
the model there are several arrays and variables
which require explanation for a full
under standing of the internal control- and
communication processes. These elements are
responsible for adequate system control and the
associated transfer of some data among the
subroutines. Information is also transferred to
and from the saÈeltite cont,rol program to keep it
up to date with the state of the main system.
7 .9 .L Var iables
I . IPùIP or IPT MP ( IPSTN )
Given as IPMP when transferring control to
the satellite control program and
IPUMP(IPSTN) when calculating the pumped
volume for pumpstation IPSTN, this variable
contains the pumping strategy of the station
under consideration.
Vühen the operator chooses a punping strategy
three decisions must be made:
(i) number of pumps to be used.




(iii) monthly operating period:
intermittent to whole month.
In IPMP these values are associated with
hundreds, tens and units respectively and
stored as a single three digit number.
For example:
lll = I pump off peak intermittently
232 = 2 pumps special on peak for
I week
325 = 3 pumps on peak for whole month
2. IPRWiI
As discussed in Chapter 6 (Section 6.6) four
light buttons are provided for the control
of the simulation cycle:
CHECK, PREVTEW, ACCEPT, REVERT
IPRW is used to indicate the mode of
operation of the model. It is passed to the
host program from the satellite control
program after apPropriate lightpen
interac tion .
Its values are as follows:
+I = PREVIE!{ mode
e.g. ExPeriment with a Possible
subsystem strategy.
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0 = ACCEPT mode
e.g. Satisfied with current stragety
and ready for next subsystem
-l = REVERT mode
e.g. Vtish to revise original condition
of the subsystem and start a new
strategy.
+10 = CHECK mode
e.g. Wish to check another subsystem
condition before making any
further modification to current
strategY.
3. ISPPLY ANd PSPPLY
Due to the dual role of Millbrook reservoir
(Chapter 5, Section 5.3.3 ) ' additional
variables are required to cope with its
alternat,ive operating modes.
(a) ISPPLY is used to indicate whether
Millbrook is supptying to Anstey HiIl
Water Treatment plant:
ISPPLY sign + = supply to Anstey HilI
= no supply to Anstey
HilI
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The additional problem of bypassing
the limited capacity section of the
lfannum-Adelaide pipeline when the
Anstey Hill demand and Little para
transfer exceed this capacity require
a further level of control. That is,
in order to pump to the Torrens
subsystem for the period of pipeline
capacity exceedence and pump out of
Millbrook the corresponding amount
without pronpting the operator (since
he has no direct knowledge of
pipeline demands) requires ISPPLY to
take different numerical values for









(b) PSPPLY is closely related to ISPPLY
When no supply from ltlitlbrook
reservoir to Èhe pipeline has
been requested by the operator,
PSPPLY is used to include any





!{h en Mi llbrook is al ready
supplying to the pipeline,
PSPPLY is the additional
pipeline supply to be obtained
through Millbrook reservoir
which cannot be attributed to
the Little Para transfer.
4. rTRN
5
This is another variable passed from the
satellite control program to the host due to
the satellite control of aII lightpen
interaction. It is used to indicate whether
the operator has requested a transfer for
the current subsystem on the display screen.
ITRN = *l transfer requested
= 0 no transfer requested
NCYCL
I{ithin the model there are three modes of
cycling through storage calculations for
each month. NCYCL keeps a record of which
cycle is currently operating.
NCYCL = 1 use data for current month
using 10t probability of
exceedence inflows cycle through
monthly storage calculations to
the end of the year
2





as for NCYCL = 2 but use 90t
probability of exceedence inflows
1 TCNTRL ( rSYS )
During the first cycle of model operation in
which the initial subsystem storage
predictions are calculated for each
subsysÈem ISYS, predictive calculations to
change Èhe current month storage values must
be avoided since these have been supplied by
the operator.
ICNTRL is simply a flag for each subsystem
to indicate whether the initial calculations




calculations rtot yet done
2. TRANGE(rSYS,2)
This is a data array containing the reference
numbers of the first and last storages in each
subsystem ISYS. This supplies the range of











The following arrays are double dimensioned in
order to conveniently carry with then some
important characteristic of the storage
element they represent as weII as the
associated current calculated value.
3. TRANSF(NRES,2)
Since only a small number of storages
accept inflows from pumping stations,
need to be speciatty identified.
TRANSFR (NRES,1)




current value of inconing
pumped transfer
= (+ or -)A.B
= transfer requested
= transfer not required
= pumpstation number
= limiting capacity of the
supply pipeline
(negalitres per month)
While the first element of the array.holds the
current value of the pumped transfer to the
storage NRES from the appropriate pumpstation,
the second element indicates which pumpstation






NOTE: TRANSF(NRES,2) = 0 means no pumped
inflow is available to storage NRES.
4. STOR(NRES,2)
This array distinguishes between reservoirs,
weirs and service reservoirs. The second
element of the array indicates the type of
storages NRES is. The first element holds its
current storage.
Less than
= current true storage




Having established through STOR(NRES,2) that
NRES is indeed a service reservoir, this array
supplies the twelve fixed storages for each
service reservoir, for each month IMONTH. It
is also used by Millbrook reservoir to set up
its rnonthly storage based on the previous
monthr s value.
This array may also be used to differenciate
between service reservoirs and other storages.
S(IIIONTH¡NRES) = 0 then NRES not a
service reservoir
sroR (¡ilREs ,1)
sToR (NRES, 2 )
1.e.
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7 . 10 l"lode1 VaIi dation
Ideally, the use of historical data in the model
fotlowed by a compar ison of the computer results
with the actual storage results forms the most
useful validation procedure for such a simulation
as this.
The Engineering and !{ater Supply Department does
maintain records of the system operation for
reference. Inflow data (from catchment) is
recorded as a single number for each subsystem and
not as a figure for each reservoir within the
subsystem. This has apparently Proven itself to be
a convenient method of recording the operation of
the whole system. However the computer simulation,
when balancing the system, regards each reservoir
within a subsystem as an individual storage with
associated inflow. Thus a validation involving
historical data would require seParate inflows for
each storage.
When a decomposition of the recorded historical
inflow $ras attempted f or both sunmer and winter
months in several years of data, it was found that
on an individual reservoir basis the inflows did
not balance with the other data. This is
apparently due to errors in estimated quantities
such as evaporation and inaccuracies within the
measuring equipment (which may reach fOt) which are
of particular significance during low inflows
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(mid-sumner) and large inflows (mid-winter). Since
the inflow recorded is a calculated "balancing
figure", over the whole subsystem such
discrepancies do not appear on a monthly basis.
The discrepancies on the individual reservoirs are
of sufficient significance to require modification
of the historical data to remove their effect. Any
such calculation and modification would negate the
advantage of using historical data and so it was
decided to find an alternative validation method.
Simplified inflow and demand profiles for twelve
months' simulation hrere synthesised f or each
storage and demand zone respectively, using 70t
probability of inflow exceedence values for inflow
and the deterministic demand file 1980-198I as
guidelines.
Convenient and realistic initial storages were
chosen for the storages and the model was run





No pumping, no transfers
No pumping, transfers included
Pumping includedr Do transfer
Pumping and transfers included
The results vrere checked by hand calculation for
correct transfers, consistent pumping, total system




The key factor in interactive graphic simulation is
plainly the requirement of intermittent responses
from an operator to a computer program. Using the
visual information presented to him by the computer '
as well as his own personal experience and intuition,
such an operator makes decision which are used to
advance the computer program.
rhis human link in the control system disrupts the
tidy, autonomous situation in which the computer has
total control of input, calculation and output.
Thus to ensure effective man-machine communication
for efficient execution of a chosen task, human
factors involvement in the control loop must be
considered. The human factors that apply to the
functional aspects of the man-computer interface are
not alt amenable to precise definition' nor are they
readily verifiable by experiment. Some of them can
be described only as "intuitive" in nature.
However, if there is one belief that is consistently
apparent in the writings of researchers in this
field, it is that the incorporation of the necessary
human factors in a system is much more an art than a
science. As a result, the opinions expressed lay
emphasis on different aspects of the problem,
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depending on the research background. Despite the
different approaches, the final goal of efficient
communication remains. Hence while the rationale for
adopting certain attitudes varies, final
implementation concepts and much of the methodology
is common to all approaches.
This factor does, however, highlight the point that
while certain characteristics are desirable in aII
systems for example, low response times, ease of
Iearning each application requires its own
individual style of consideration of human factors.
It can therefore be appreciated that clarity and
vividness in interactive graphícs communication is
not an automatic consequence of the use of graphics
equipment. Conscious design effort must be applied
to provide the desired characteristics in the userrs
communication with his machine. The aim is to make
the communication paths both from user to computer,
and vice versa, natural to the user.
8.2 Aspirations of the Graphic Display
The graphic display in this Program is the single
interface between the human operator and the computer
program. As a result it must be highly efficient at
conveying information to the operator and allowing an
unhindered return flow of instructions to advance the
program in its execution.
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Ideally, after an Ínitial- Iearning phase, the
operator should be able to become virtually unavirare
of the existence of this interfacer so easy should it
be to concentrate on and manipulate the problem under
consideration.
Many factors influence how closely any interactive
graphic program approaches this ideal, the vast
majority being concerned with the ideosyncracies of
the operator, from psychological factors to visual
perception and interpretation (see chapter 4). It is
the function of the computer program to conply with
the requirements of the user and not vice versa.
Close consultation had taken place with the
prospective users of the interactive graphics program
discussed in these pages before any final formulation
and design rvere chosen. It was important to
establish just how the operations which this program
simulates are accomplished, and how much control is
available for modifications, so that these functíons
night be made available on the computer in a simple,
clear and unambiguous format.
Inclusion of as many familar concepts as possible
within the simulation framework reduces the learning
time and allows the user to carry over his
understanding of the real system as the conceptual
model for the computer program. There is sufficient
reorientation required from the operator in learning
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to use the lightpen and a type-writer-like console
without demanding a reshuffling of usual operating
techniques - which in any case would reduce the
effectiveness of the simulation program as a model of
the real system.
To enhance the userrs conceptual model r ân
uncluttered schematic representation of not only the
storages but also their interconnections within and
outside each subsystem has been included. This is
also significant benefit to the netv-comer to the
system since the model provides a complete picture of
the system, requiring only a minimum of background
knowledge.
8.3 Graphics Related Interaction
The model is designed to minimise the requirement for
typed-in data during the simulation and to maximise
use of the lightpen, since the lightpen provides a
very rapid, error free input and command language.
This has been possible since there are onJ-y a small
number of well defined system command operations (a
total of four ) which lend themselves admirably to
tightpen nomination (chapter 6, section 6.6) without
recourse to a separate menu page. This in turn means
that the operational lightpen elements can be
included conveniently on the screen at all times.
In the same manner the pumping combinations available
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at any pump station have been reduced to a limited
number of possible alternative strat,egies, any of
which can be picked by the lightpen.
However, it can be appreciated that numbers are more
easily typed in than nominated with a lightpen. Data
required at the start of the simulation for starting
date, tength of sinul-ation and starting storagesr âs
well as transfers desired during the simul-ation, must
be supplied via the keyboard.
When the keyboard is used, there is already an
automatic visual feedback to the operator inherent in
the graphics terminal design. As the individual
numbers are typed on the keyboard, they appear on the
screen at the position of the prompt, and when the
operator is finished, the "RETURN" key (or *CRu key)
must be pressed before the model accepts the ner4t
data. The nodel then clears the data from the
screen, providing further reinforcement to the fact
that the model has accepted and is using the data.
To faciliate feedback to the operator using the
lightpen, some immediate modification of the display
is needed to indicate that the operation has been
noted and the computer is working on the request.
When a system control item is picked (CHECK, PREVIEW,
ACCEPT or REVERT), the chosen item disappears from
the screen until the whole operation is completed.
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Coinciding with this, a message appears







The choice of a pumping strategy is somewhat simpler,
since no calculation is immediately required, and any
new element picked in the pumping configuration
informs the operator of the new condition by flashing
on and off.
In choosing a nevr subsystem for consideration a
indication is used. Once an item is picked, the
title intensifies in brightness for a short time
the screen immediately changes to the format for
chosen subsystem.
8.4 Response Tine
After considering some of the comments in chapter 4,
it becomes quite clear that a short response time is
needed to maintain effective man-machine
communication. Two different avenues are used in the
model to help realize thís aim. Firstly, a satellite
control program (chapter '7, section 7.I) has been
used to avoid the lengthy host-alone response time,
and secondly, calculations have been designed around
the short response ideal. This is done by avoiding
the protracted system balancing calculations when
only experimenting with different operations in
"PREVIEW" mode. Of course, a totat system balance is
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required before proceeding from one month to the
next, but calculations are only performed on the
currently displayed subsystem until all subsystems
have been ACCEPTTed.
The reason for this approach is to enable the
operator to consider each month as a block of
decisions. Within this block, response is rapid,
while at completion of the month's management' a
short delay occurs before the next block is to be
tackled. This concept is consistent with the
psychological principle of closure ¡ oÍ the feeling of
having completed a task.
From an operatorrs point of view, the task to be
accomplished is to arrange an acceptable set of
operating strategies for the subsystems in the model
for the current month. The model should work at the
operator's pace and unreasonable delays in task
completion avoided. If such considerations are not
anticipated and acknowledged, fatiguê r boredom or
frustration at unnecessary delays nay occur.
However, having completed the task, a "breathing
space" or pause before tackling the next set of
decisions is often useful to the operator. Time can
be spent reftecting on the overall system strategies,
or simply taking a mental break. The completion of
the monthrs operation represents psychological
closure to the operator. The task is finished and
there is usually greater tolerance of an extended
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period of inactivity before the next task requires
attention. This also strengthens Èhe principle that
the user should not feel pushed or hurried to oblige
a constantly demanding computer, otherwise more
mistakes will occur, and confusion may set in, due to
insufficient time being allowed for thought and
consideration of the next decision.
The overall dictum on response time used
when the previous points are considered,
suflrmar i sed as f oIlows :
in the model
can be
A low response time throughout task completion is
desirable, while a somewhat longer "inter-task" Iag
time is tolerable.
The final correct answer to the response time dilemma
is naturally dependent on the opinions of the users
of the model.
8.5 Screen Layout
The design of the visual display is an important
aspect of any graphics-oriented program, especially
when most interaction is via a lightpen. The screen
is the interface between the operator and the model'
through which data and instructions are both entered
and received, and it provides the user with a
conceptual model of the model I s functions. It is
therefore important that the various elements in the
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design are straightforward, easily understood, and
positioned logically, to facititate rather than
hinder communication between operator and model.
The subsystem diagram is the focat point of the
screen for most of the time and consequently occupies
the central part of the viewing area. The other
screen elements are placed around its perimeter.
Each item has an associated "viewing priority"
according to the needs of the operator at any instant
in the simulation. As a result of this the elements
which receive attention with similar frequency have
been grouped together (fig 8.1.):
(1) All lightpen control elements are arranged
together at the right of the screen. This
grouping is convenient as the operator need not
chase aII over the screen to find the lightpen
items.
(21 AIl the information-oriented output - region and
time, system communication and economic criteria
are positioned to the left of the screen.
(a) "System Communícation" is somewhat out of
innediate view when concentrating on the
lightpen "menus", however the messages
displayed in that area are only secondary
feedback after the primary acknowledgement of
the requested operation and so do not require
immediate attention. lrlhile usef ul to a
REGION: rrrrr
YEAR r-l
STATUS AT START OF: T'I¡I

























FIGURE 8. I Screen format for graphics display
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novice, the prompts are often anticipated




(b) SimilarIy "Economic Criteria" does not
require full time attention, being most
useful as an "at a glance" guide to the cost
of the current strategy.
(c) The important, but nevertheless sporadically
required data concerning subsystem name, time
of year and the simulation progress, is
located "out of the way" at the top of the
screen for occasional reference.
8.6 Storage Bargraph
The bargraph is a useful form in which to display the
volume held in a storage (fig 8.2r. At a glance ít
shows qualitatively just how much water is in the
storage as a fraction of the maximum storage, which
is numerically displayed at the top left hand side of
the bar. Thus the initial impression indicates
whether storage is particularly Iow, high, or within
reasonable operating limits. A closer inspection
reveals the actual volume in the storagei current
volume being displayed next to the left hand side of
the bar.
Each bargraph has a title which names the storage



















CURRENT DATA PREDICTIVE DATA
( Unreguloted storoge only)
FIG.8.2 BAR GRAPH REPRESENTATION OF STORAGE
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format for the service reservoirs n the subsystems.
The single unregulated storage within each subsystem
has two additional indicators on its bargraph at the
right hand side. While the operator can see the
imnediate short term effect of any operating strategy
using the I'PREVIEW" light button, the two extra
storage levels supply a longer term quantitative, and
temporal indication of the effects of the strategy
(chapter '7, section 7.8) .
8.7 Graphic Representation of Pumping
Due Èo the inevitable limitation of space on the
display screen in a graphics program, it is not
possible to provide the fulI 24 hour pumping schedule
for each pump station to be lightpen interactive.
The three conditions of greatest importance for
pumping occur at the changes of tariff rates from
off-peak to on-peak, on-peak to special-on-peak and
full special-on-peak. These three times, the maximum
for each tariff rate, have been used in the model.
While this choice is limited, some flexibility is
provided in the number of weeks to be used for
pumpingr so that a fair variety of operation can be
obtained.
This limitation does not exist in the event that the
model itself must deside the pump operation.
Internally the full pumping data set for each pump
station is available to the model.
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8.8 Pumping Configuration
The name of a pumping station, the quantity pumped at
the station and a tabulated form of the possible
operating rnodes appears in the "pU¡{pING
CONFIGURATION" section of the screen display for each
subsystem capable of accepting water pumped from the
Ivlurray River (f ig I .3 ) .
Current operating strategy is indicated by the
continual flashing of any three elements of the
tab1e, one in each column. The operation may be
changed by pointing at other elements in the table
with the lightpen which will cause the new choices to
ftash instead. This action does not automatically
change the screen storages; "PREVIEW!' must be used
again before the effects of the new pumping
configuration are seen.
fn addition to controlling the pump operation, the
user must indicate whether or not the pumped water is
required by the currently shown subsystem by pointing
to either the "PUMPU or xNO PUMP" elements associated
with the PUI4PING CONFIGURATION tab1e. Such a double
handshake of confirmation is required since there are
two cases of a single pumping station potentially
supplying two different subsystems. Either or both
subsystems can demand some pumping to be transferred
and to indicate which, if ânY, require the extra
water these extra controls are required. Any
modification to the pumping configuration, when no
Control swítches for PumPing
to the SubsYstem
NO


















pumping is desired by any associated subsystem, is
ignored in calculation and direct pipeline offtakes
alone are considered. The model then changes the
pumping operation to an appropriate level of supply.
The actual amount pumped by the pump station as a
result of the strategy is given also.
8.9 Subsystems and Subpictures
The graphics display features associated with the
model have been created using the Digital Equipment
Corporation's graphics language Dec-Graphic II
(ref 2'). Within the f ramework of this language
individual picture elements may be grouped together
into a unit called a subpicture. Conceptually a
subpicture has a similar function to the Fortran
subroutine. The subpicture can be called at
different points in a program, the convenience being
that there is no need to redefine the picture each
tine it is used or changed. Subpictures are
identified by a user-supplied index number in the
same way as a subroutine is given a name. They may
also be nested within each other allowing selected
parts of a screen picture to be modified.
the model uses subpictures throughout its structure
both for ease of programming and for ease of
reference, since the lightpen must be able to
interact with many of them on the screen. Each
subsystem has a subpicture associated with it in the
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form of its schematic screen display diagram. V,Iithin
this subpicture aIl the operating storage bargraphs
are subpictures aIso. Each subsystem which can
supply or receive a transfer has a sma1I cross in the
appropriate position which appears or disappears
depending on Èhe transfer strategy - this also is a
subpicture.
It can be appreciated that subpictures both large and
almost trivial are used wherever a particular feature
must be highlighted or changed. No two subpictures
can have the same index number r so each subsystem has
its o!ún set of subpictures to define its complete
graphics display. The screen layout itself is a
subpicture with t,he control elements (CHECK, PREVIEW
etc), punping configuration, system communication
messages etc, aII being subpictures nested within it.
fn order to create graphics pictures, elements are
programmed for the screen according to X-Y
co-ordinates. The screen is divided into a grid L024
units by LO24 units with the point (0,0) at the
bottom left hand corner. The elements used in the
model are vectors (lines) and text, with
modifications including change of line, character
type and flash mode to differenciate between the
screen elements.
Numbering of subpictures is given in table 8.I. The
wide spacing of the numbering system is deliberate to


































9. Program Structure and Subroutine Description
This chapter provides the detail of the general
program approach and implementation requirements. It
also outlines the highlights of the routines used in
the model and as a result should be read in
conjunction with the computer listings of the program
code, to be found in Appendix C.
9.1 General Structure
The nodel is centred around a maín controlling
program which guides the sirnulation procedures from
start to finish and communicates with the satellite
computer. From this routine are called the other
two major routines, each in charge of one of the
two aspects of the model graphics or calculation.
These second level, more problem specific routines
are autonomous within themselves to perform the
operations for completion of their particular
assignments. Thus they are responsible for calling
most of the third level subroutines, each of which
is designed for a single task or group of related
procedures.

































CORE retains overall control of the system from
program initialisation to completion. It calls
the other main routines when required and passes
information to and receives it from the
satellite processor.
CALCST is responsible for calculation of all
storages for both predictive and current month
data.
BARGR uses the data generated in CALCST to draw
up and calibrate the storage graphs of each
subsystem. It also modifies the bar graph
levels after they have been drawn.
9.2 Division of Control
2
3
used to build the model may be
according to its major function
structure.












Although some routines fit into more than one
group, this list may be considered as definitive.
Table 9.I indicates the actual grouping of
routines. In order to obtain a clearer picture of
how these categories divide the work load,
figure 9.2 shows a simple flow chart of Èhe control
program CORE, with the procedures numbered to show
their operation categories.
9 .3 Overlay Structure
Due to the limit of 32 K of memory hrhich may be
accessed by a single program on the computer used
for the research r âD overlay structure !,¡as
necessary to allow the model to function. Thus
instead of having aII the routines spaced
sequentially through memoryr they are packed down
into parallel branches, any one of which is shorter
than the serial chain of routines.
In the example given in figure 9.3 the reduction in
memory requirement is obvious. It should be noted,
however, that only one branch of an overlay can be
in memory at any one time. Thus if the root
segment PROG ca1ls either subroutine SUBI or
subroutines SUB2 and SUB3 no conflict arises. On
the other hand, íf SUBI calls SUB2 or SUB3 the
overlay will not work since both branches (i.e.
SUBI and SUB2-SUB3) are needed in memory, which
cannot occur.
Duty Subroutine
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Turn on Pícture




























SÈorage differences for overlaid and non-
overlaid tabks.
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a similar non-conflicting branching structure was
required for the model and its schematic form is
shown in figure 9.4. Each of the major routines
(CALCST and BARGR) is on a different branch since
they are never both needed for operations
simultaneously (i.e. one does not call the other).
The graphics routines are force loaded into the
root segment of the overlay which always stays in
core memory, since they are used in several
branches and do not need redeclaration at each
usage when so positioned.
9.4 Subroutines
Now that the general procedures associated with the
subroutines have been defined, the mechanisms for
executing those procedures may be discussed.
In order that the program configuration may be
better understood in the context of the following
comments, figure 9.5 shows the subroutine
interconnections at each level of the program.
9 .4. I System Control
The system conÈrol routines are responsible for
organising each step of the simulaÈion, without
actually becoming involved with the detail of the
model . lrlhere alternative paths are available for
the simulation to follow the operator may be
prompted for his choice of the next sequence' as
TORRNS
PMP SUPPLY VTEÏR I,IONTH
SKILL HRDCOP BAR cRoss
I
1'IMSET
































Subrootines called by each
main progran segment.
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in the control of subsystem transfers. In
general however the mechanics of program
operation are governed within the nodel.
(a) coRE
fhis program forms the highest level of
control in the model. Due to its key role it
forms the root segment of the overtaid task
(fig. 9.4) and as a result is always in
central memory while the program is being
used.
It controls data input from the operator for
defining the starting point of the simulation
and also reads into memory the permanent data
for the simulation (chapter l0 '
section I0.2. f) .
There are two sections to the program. The
first involves setting up the simulation from
data input to screen definition and including
starting calculations and graphics ca11s.
This part is used only once on the first loop
through the program. The second involves
repeating a section of code in which CORE
passes data to the satellite control program
and receives data about the operatorrs
decisions in return, which it uses to
determine the next sequence of operations.
The cycle through this code continues until
r_6 I.
the operator is finally prompted for a
hardcopy output at the end of the simulation.
(b) SATPRG
This is the program which is in charge of the
graphics interaction in the satellite
computer. As soon as program CORE issues the
"TOSAT" command, to transfer control to the
satellite processor, SATPRG is brought into
action.
The transfer of data to this routine is
performed in a single byte form and each
element of information is stored in the
LOGICAL*I array B. Thus to transfer a
variable to the satellite such as IPMP, which
is an integer using two bytes, two successive
elements of array B are used. These two
elements must be concatenated in the
satellite processor to again yield IPMp and
this is achieved with the INTEGR function.
The other two values transferred, ISYS and
ISAT, are only one byte in length and so
present no problem for decoding in the
satellite. The first element of array B is
used as a flag to indicate that it is the
program SATPRG and not a standard graphics
element which is required. SimilarIy the
integer I is a value of unity only when the
host processor specifically transfers to the
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satellite. This holds
host and satellite, in
the two processors,
syncroni sm .
The body of the satellite program is designed
around controlling the lightpen and sinple
screen modifications, such as turning
elements on or off. The first section of
code decodes the data from the host and
checks that the correct pumping station is
displayed. The remaining section involves a
loop which polls the lightpen. trlhen a
Iightpen attention of sufficient duration
occurs (IHIT greater than 5) the number of
the lightbutton chosen (IT) indicates the
subsequent procedure to be foIlowed. Data
array IPIC is used as a reference for all- the
lightpen sensitive screen elements. These
are the subsystem names, control words,
pumping elements and valve controls in the
Myponga screen display. Finally the ne$t
graphics state of the currently displayed
subsystem is returned to the host to
implement the changes.
(c ) SUPPLY
This subroutine is one of those which fit
more than one category. In its graphics
operation iÈ is responsible for prompting the
operator for either Little Para or South Para
subsystemrs transfer. fn its system-control
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sense it checks whether the proposed transfer
is greater than the summer or winter pipeline
capacity and if greater a reduction in the
transfer volume occurs. It is of particular
importance with respect to Little para
subsystem since it also checks the
Mannum-Adelaide pipeline capacity in respect
of the proposed transfer, and pronpts for a
reduction in volume if the capacity is
exceeded.
(d) ToRRNS
this subroutine $¡as required specifically for
the complexity of the Torrens subsystem.
l4illbrook reservoir has a prompt for its
operator-specified storage, and the choice of
supply to Anstey Hill is also made through
this subroutine.
The additional degree of complexity arises
with the transfer of water through Millbrook
to avoid the low capacity section of main.
To accomplish this, the transferring
variables take on special values
(ISPPLY = +I0 or -10) and the transferring
indicator for the Torrens subystem (TRNSF2)
must be modified. This detailed modification
is only possible in "ACCEPT" mode (tpnWV = 0)




The subroutine is called in the opening
stages of program CORE to obtain the starting
storages for each of the main reservoirs in
the system. Storage values are prompted for
the operator in the order of subsystem
caÌculation (I{yponga f irst, LittIe Para last)
and from upstream to downstream. A check is
made to ensure that no storage has more than
its full suppty volume.
(f) TTMSET
The month and year titles on the screen
f ormat are the responsibility of TIIIISET. In
each month of simulation the time headings
are updated and a count of the number of
years simulated so far is displayed. It is
called from program CORE.
(g) MNTH
MNTH is a simple routine used both
the screen titles (in TII'ISET) and
reservoir bar graphs (in BARGR).
a data array A of the abbreviated
the twelve months of the year and,
current month index, loops through










Under this heading come all the operations
invol-ved in determining the monthly storages for
each subsystem. No reference is made to the
system control routines for the order of
calculation, since that is organised within
subroutine CALCST. The transfer of control is
complete, until calculatioin stops.
(a) CALCST
Subroutine CALCST is called from program CORE
and is in complete control of the order and
method of aII simulation calculations. Each
subsystem loops through the calculations in
CALCST at least three times for each month.
The first loop (NCYCL = 1) calculates the
storage for the current month using either
deterministic (IPRVW = I) or stochastic
(IpRW{ = 0) data. The second tine around
(NCYCL = 2) , the routine cycles through
calculations for the months remaining until
the end of the financial year using large
inflow values (I0S probability of
exceedence). rinally, the same monthly
cal-culations are performed using low inflows
(909 probability of exceedence). No
transfers are supplied during the second and
third loops. Thus the one segment of code is
potentially used many times for each
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subsystem. This is possible due to the
simplicity of the calculations involved.
Each subsystem is considered as a single unit
and only after the overall subsystem
requirements are met do the individual
storage characteristics become important.
Since this is the key calculating routine, it
is reasonable that it should be responsible
for the recording of subsystem data
throughout the simulation. This it does
through subroutines HRDCOP and SKILL. it is
also responsible for organising each year I s
set of renewable data for demands and inflows
which it performs through subroutine CALDAT.
(b) PMP
While subroutine CALCST is in overall charge
of calculation for each subsystem, routine
PMP is responsible for the complete
evaluation of the pumped supplies and their
associated costs. The usefulness of p¡{p
hinges on its two main operations. Firstly,
it decomposes the elements of array IpUMp to
give the actual pumping strategy and converts
this to a pumped volume and cost. Secondly,
PMP is able to set an economic pumping
operation independently of the operator when
required. These functions are considered ín
chapter 7, sections 7.5 and 7.6.
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In addition, the section of code dealing with
the special nature of Millbrook reservoir r âs
a bypass to the low capacity gravíty main, is
basically designed to allow the Mannum
pumping station to supply more than the
limited capacity without the subroutine
automatically curtailing its pumping
operation when that pipeline capacity is
exceeded.
(c) wEIR
Subroutine WEfR is the first of two simple
linear interpolation routines. fn array
WIRTRF are stored the co-ordinates of the
weir transfer functions at which the
characteristics change from complete transfer
of ínflow, to part transfer and finally to
the Iimiting hydraulic transfer capacit.y of
the supply route. From the stochastic inflow
assigned in CALCST, this routine interpolates
the amount transferred to the appropriate
storage.
(d) EVAPoR
This is the second interpolation routine.
Data array EVAPN contains all the storage vs
evaporation curves for each reservolr in the
system, prefixed by the reservoir index as a
negative number. The subroutine searches the
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first elements of each record in the array
until the appropriate negative value is
found. It is then a simple matter, given the
current storage in the reservoir, to
interpolate between two storage curves for
the appropriate month to find the evaporation
loss. See chapter I0 for the data format.
9 .4 .3 Graphics
The routines involved with the graphics features
of the model are simply drawing programs. They
use the results of calculation and system control
routines to create and modify the screen
display. No values are generated in the graphics
subroutines which are of importance to any other
model segment besides graphics display and
control.
(a) BARGR
All storage bargraphs and the associated
subsystem displays (subpictures) are drawn
under the control of BARGR. Using X-y
co-ordinates as discussed in chapter I,
section 8.8, BARGR sets up the positioning of
each graph in Èhe screen display area.
Subroutine BAR is then used to fill in the
details of the graph. Finally, all the
appropriate titles, values and storage
interconnections are added by BARGR. This
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part of the subroutine is only used once for
each subsystem since after they are drawn the
subpictures remain in memory and do not need
redrawing each time they are displayed.






the remainder of BARGR
for each graph, ât
using the calculated data
(b) BAR
This subroutine is called by BARGR to draw up
each storage's bargraph at the start of the
simulation. It uses the X and Y co-ordinates
calculated in BARGR to draw the bar to the
correct scale in the required position on the
screen. Blank titles are positioned on the
diagram to be filled in later by BARGR. If
the storage is neither a service reservoir
nor a weir, the additional set of predictive
indicators for maximum and rninimum storages
is also supplied.
(c ) CRoSs
This subroutine simply draws a diagonal cross
on the screen to indicate a valve in a
pipeline. It must be called in the
subpicture at the position where the cross
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(valve) is to be located.
(d ) SCREEN
Subroutine SCREEN is responsible for the
overall division of the display screen into
the different compartments required by the
model. It also creates a1l the headings for
the screen and positions the main interactive
light button elements. It is used only once,
at the start of the model operation.
9 .4 .4 Read oata
Apart from the system initialisation data to be
supplied by the operator, there are two other
data sets to be included in the simulation -
permanent and renewable data (see chapter 10).
These data sets are read in separately at
different points in the program.
(a) REDATR
fhis subroutine is called by program CORE
once only at the start of simulation. It
reads from unit 7 (magnetic disc) the data
for inflow (IOt and 90t probability of
exceedence) r pump characteristics for the
punp stations used, and evaporation data for




AII the monthly varying calculation data are
read and stored in routine CALDAT. These
data are read during the simulation at the
start of each year by a call from routine
CALCST. As a resultr âhy effect of this
routine on response time needs to be
minimised. Thus instead of reading one fite
at a time, each with its associated opening
and closing requirement.s, three different
logical unit numbers (7rB and 9) are used to
enable all files to be opened, read and
closed simultaneously, resulting in a faster
overall subroutine execution.
ft is in this subroutine that the demands for
each subsystem are combined from the twelve
individual demand zones.
9.4.5 Store and Vtrite Output
The storing and writing of system operation to
output is an important facet of the program. Not
only is the operator able to test his skill on
the simulator over several years, but afterwards
his performance may be inspected and analysed for
a measure of his ability to manage the system.
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(a) HRDCOP
Subroutine HRDCOP is called by routine CALCST
at the end of each month of simulation to
store each subsystemrs characteristics.
Storage characteristics are stored in array
SYSSTR and pumping operations in array
SYSPMP. At the end of each twelve month
period these arrays are emptied into files
OUTPUT.DAT and OUTPMP.DAT respectively and
subsequent monthsr data start to fill the
arrays once more.
(b) sKrLL
This is the subroutine used to store the
pertinent data on system operation with which
to determine the operator performance. Data
is written to file each month to avoid
increasing the program requirements too
much. This has not adversely affected
response time. Data is stored on the basis
of the individual subsystem and the system as
a whole, using files SUBFORM.DAT and
TOTFORIvI.DAT respectivelyr orl logical units 7
and 8. The data is calculated for monthly,
yearly and whole simulation time periods to
indicate the progressive effects of
averaging. Data are taken from the arrays in
subroutine HRDCOP, SYSSTR and SYSPMP, and are




OUTDAT is a fornatting routine that sets up
the tables for and prints, the stored data
frorn the simulation in legible form. It
employs the number of input data records used
as its index for the amount of output data to
be written i.e. it works from the first
record IUINREC to the last record MAXREC. ft
is responsible for printing all the output





üfithin the framework of the simulation model there
are three separate data sets required for its
operation. The first is the operator supplied
initialisation data for the desired model starting
conditions, which is used by the model to extract the
correct values from the second data set of inflow,
demand and the like. The finat data fites are
written by the model- as output, not only to record
the system operation, but also to supply information
concerning the efficiency of operation.
Each
th is
of these areas will be discussed separately in
chapter.
It is worth noting that the files which are
referenced more than once are labelled "DIRECT
ACCESS". This allows immediate reference to the last
record read or written and saves laboriously sorting
through the file which results in a lessened inpact
on response time.
f0. I rnitialisation data
The information required of the operator tells the
model:
1. which zone of the system is to be simulated
3
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in what year and month to start (at or after
1976)
the duration of simulation
reservoir starting storages4
This type of data is basic to the operation of any
reservoir simulation model, however, the starting
year of simulation requires further explanation.
The data sets used in the model for inflow and
demand consist of 30 years of monthly values for
each storage and demand zone. This period vtas
developed to coincide with the interval from
January of l-976 to December of 2005 (ref. l,
section 8.1). In order to reference the required
segment of data for simulation an offset to the
first value from the start of the file must be
calculated at the initialisation of the
simulation. Future data references are all made
according to this offset which is in terms of
monthly records from the start of the file.
l-0.2 Input Data
In this category there is a total of six data files
which are required by the model. Their
characteristics may be further divided into
permanent and renewed data.
10.2.1 Permanent Data
2
The permanent data is read into the model once
L76.
only f or the enti re s irnul ati on







The pumping data file contains the fuII 24 hour
pumping schedule for each punpstation. Pumping
rates in megalitres and costs in $ per megalitre
are given for hourly time increments. The data
refers to a single weekrs operation. (Table 10.1
a, b and c).
(b) Evaporation : EVAP.DAT.
For each reservoir in each subsysten there is a
series of tabulated storage vs evaporation curves
for monthly evaporations throughout the year '
spanning the range of storage volunes from zeÍo
to fult capacity.
The number of curves for each reservoir is
variable depending on the maximum storage
volume. As a result of this a simple indexing
arrangernent is used to divide this single file
appropriately. Immediately prior to each block
of curves is the negative value of the reservoir
index number. It is then a simple matter to scan
through the data until the appropriate negative
index is found after which the data may be read
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MANNUI,I ADE DE PIPELINE
Table 10.1 (b) Mannum
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according to Table L0.2.
The possibility of correlating evaporation to
rainfall has been investigated for this reservoir
system (ref. l, section 4.3.4) but the results
achieved were no better than those of average
evaporation data. Hence average data has been
used in this model.
(c) Deterministic inflow : DETINFL.DAT.
The file contains the inflow values used in
I'PREVrEW" mode and for future predictions
(chapter 7, section 7.7, 7.8). Each record of
the file contains the twelve, monthly inflows to
a subsystem. The records are sorted according to
the order of subsystem calculation (Myponga
first, Little Para last) and the data for each
subsystem is grouped the 90t probability of
exceedence daÈa followed by that for the 10t
probability of exceedence. These values are
based on probability of exceedence curves for
each subsystem catchment (fig. I0.l).
L0.2.2 Renewed Data
Under this heading are inflow and demand files
that are used once only. Each one of these files
contains 30 years of monthly daÈa as discussed in
section 10.I. The files are read by the model at
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FIGURE IO.I Typicol probobility of exceedence curve from





which would affect model
(a) Deterministic (average) demand, DETDEM.DAT:
Determínistic monthly demands for the twelve
separate demand zones which are supplied by
the combined pumping and reservoir system are
found in this file. Within the model these
separate values are combined into totals
representing the overal-I demands supplied by
individual subsystems and pumpstations.
These collective demands are used in the
"PREVIEW" mode and for future month
predictions with the previously discussed
inflow values. The demands in the various
zones increase over the 30 years according to
predicted demographic changes in that time
(ref. I, chapter 6).
(b) Stochastic (generated) inflow, STOINF.DAT:
The inflow values lrrere generated using the
"Key station - satellite station" technique
as discussed in the water resources study
(ref. I, chapter 5). The results are a set
of monthly inflow volumes for each storage in
the metropolitan system includíng the two
weirs being modelled. No values r'irere
generated for the service reservoirs
(chapter 5, section 5.4) since they receive
184 .
no inflow.
(c) Stochastic (generated) demand, STOCDEI{.DAT:
This demand file follows the same format as the
deterministic demand fiIe, however an important
point to note is that these demands, while based
on the deterministic values, are correlated with
the stochastic inflow.
10.3 Output Data
There are four files generated by the simulation
which are used to provide the infornation for the
final nodel output at the end of the session. They
are concerned with storage operation, pump
operation and performance of the user on a
subsystem and total system basis.
10.3. I Storage Ope raIiOn. OUTPUT.DAT:
Data which are stored in this file consist of
monthly startíng storages, inflows, demands,
spi1I, deficit, transfers in and out, and the
associated punping costs. For each subsystem
therefore the monthly management is recorded for
future reference. The costs recorded are those
incurred only by the partícular subsystem in
obtaining pumped transfers. If it is possible to
transfer out of a subsystem as well as into itt
as in the cases of lrlarren and Torrens subsystems,
185.
then each subsystem is billed only for the pumped
transfer that remains in its storage and any
transfers out take their associated costs to the
receiving subsystem. Thus a transfer to Warren
reservoir from the Mannun-AdeIaide pipetine of
425 megalitres may cost nothing to Warren
subsystem since it in turn is transferring to
South Para subsystem a volume greater than the
425 megalitres, and South Para therefore stands
the cost. Transfers out are signified by a minus
sign (-) while transfers in are positive.
Demand values for each month include
total subsystem demands but also the
evaporati on.
I0.3.2 Pump Operation, OUTPMP.DAT:
The pumping operation data records the
pumping strategy at each pumpstation.





Number of pumps, Daily duration, Number of weeks
where the daily duration is given as offpeak
(=l) ' onpeak (=2) , special on peak (=3). To
indicate how much water is available to the
metropolitan system, the total pumping at the
station, pipeline demands and the net available
pumping are stored. The supply from Millbrook
reservoir to the l,lannum-AdeIaide pipeline is also
186.
includedr âs is its pumping bill in the total
costs if it supplies to Anstey HilI water
treatment plant rather than Little Para subsystem.
I0.3.3 Performance of the Operator, SUBFORM.DAT,
TOTFORM. DAT:
Data is stored on monthly, yearly and whole
sinulation averages to enable a comparison of
system operation over and above the subsystem
management. Values are written to the files each
nonth to avoid excessive internal storage of
data. Eurther detail is given in chapter II.
187.
CHAPTER 1I
1I. EXPERIMENTAI RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
11. I Introdurction
This chapter discusses the experiments performed
using the system nodel and the analysis of results
so obtained. The model performed its role as a
simulator quite adequately, with no major
grievances being voiced by any of the operators who
used it. However, a section outlining improvements
suggested by the operators is included in this
chapter.
Difficulties were experienced at times with the
graphics aspects of the model, there being
occasions on which communications failures between
host and satellite processors caused automatic
program abort. In such cases there lvas no
alternative other than to resimulate the
appropriate period. This may be seen as supplying
the potentiat for an operator to obtain "prior
knowledge' of the inflow and demand sequences, thus
affecting his subsequent performance in the
resimulated period. Immediate repetition of a tine
sequence after computer failure was avoided where
possible, there remaining usually two other
sequences to complete before being compelled to use
the same data set again. In addition, due to the
r88.
considerable time lapse between experiments (one to
three weeks), there v,ras suff icient opportunity for
an almost total loss of recall on any initial data
memorisation. The computer communication problem,
while not solved, was circumvented by simulating in
one year intervals for each two year sequence.
Thus there $¡as only ever one year which required
resimulation.
Final storage data from the first year became the
initial storage data for the second year I s
simul-ation.
The choice of a two year set as the
the experiments was governed by the
operators in completing a simulation
taken for a two year set ranged from
An alternative approach to the
been to use a longer Period of








Thro hours is quite an extended period of tine for
concentration to be maintained at an adequate level
for the productive use of the model. It should
also be noted in this context that the nodel offers
a severely reduced time scale for management
decisions which would normally be considered over
days rather than minutes. Thus to avoid operator
fatigue and errors of judgement due to loss of
concentration, the two hour limit and hence the two





simulations of two years each. The limiting factor
in this case $¡as the l-imited availability of the
operators who gave their time to be a part of the
experimentation. Splitting up the simulation over
the previously mentioned time span of weeks would
have caused a significant loss of continuity for
each experiment as a whole, êffectively reducing
them to individual exper iments. It $¡as also
desired to see variation of operation over wet, dry
and normal years on an individual basis and the two
year sequence vùas adequate f or this.
As a result of the previous considerations, three
different data sets, each of two years duration,
were chosen from the total of 30 vears' data
available. Their characteristics gave an adequate
but not extreme spread of system inflows and
demands to test system management throughout the
system. In terms of the 30 year data set (starting
in January L976) the three series were from JuIy to











For the comparison of simulated performance between
operators to have any true validity, individuals
\dere required who at least had some operational
190.
experience with the real system. Without this
background, concepts such as off-peak or on-peak
pumping, high and Iow storages and large and small
transfers would have to be learned until they
became second naturer so that finally, ânY
incompetent operation of the model could not be put
down to ignorance of the system.
In addition, those who have had time to develop an
"operations feel" for the system should also have
developed an individual philosophy on system
operation which they can apply to the model and
thus show their individuality.
Three officers of the nngineering and hlater Supply
Department vrere made available to operate the
model. All three had experience and responsibility
of full time management of the system ranging from
six months to several years in official capacities
as either the Pumping Engineer or his assistant.
This experience was considered adequate background.
Before commencing the experimental simulations,
each operator was allowed to familiarise himself
with the model through several short trial
simulations until he felt confident of his ability
to operate the model. Thereafter the operators
h,ere individually put in control of the model- f or
the three separate two year simulation periods.
Each experimental trial was considered as a




each trial vrere the same for all the
The set of starting storages used in the
experiments are the "target" storages for each
subsystem. These values are used in the real
system as the minimum reference points to be
obtained at the end of each financial year. They
have been developed over the life of the system as
the finishing/starting storages which give minimum
acceptable security when combined with pumping in
the event of drought, and adequate unused buffer
storage in the event of excessive inflow.
At the end of each simulation, the variation
between the final storages obtained and the target
storages vrere used to help determine operational
performance.
11.3 Method of Evaluation
Early in this thesis study the question was posed
of how different operators would manage the system
model. To this end, a means had to be found that
the computer might conveniently implement to
monitor the methods used and their efficiency of
operation. From data obtained in the simulation,
performance parameters needed to be calculated
which could indicate the operational bias of the
system user.
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The two basic variables on which the operation of
any reservoir system depends are the rainfall
(natural inflow) and the demand conditions.
Maximum use of natural inflow reduces the
requirement for extra pumped supplies which would
increase costs and reduce efficiency. At some
stage, however, demand will exceed inflow
considerably, reguiring some pumping to replenish
storages. Just how much pumping is used depends on
the operator's preparedness to gamble on obtaining
more rain for natural inflow.
This argument indicates that parameters involving
the inflow, demand and punped transfer
characteristics of the sinulation may produce a
reasonable picture of the operatorfs philosophy.
The volume held in each reservoir is another
potential variable, but storage is perhaps more of
an "action-triggering" mechanism, since a high
storage at the end of winter and low storage at the
end of summer are common management practice, while
the opposite conditions are certainly
unacceptable. It would appear rather that the time
of occurrence of any given storage is the important
factor which controls what remedial action, if âDy,
is to be taken. Hence a temporal distribution of
any parameters from July to June should enhance the
definition of human performance. This is also
important for inflow and demand considerations
since these are highly time dependent (seasonal).
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1I.3.I Choice of parameters
Ttto parameters were chosen to attempt to
quantify explicitly the efficiency of system
operation. They used the inflow, demand and
pumping elements mentioned previously.
(a) Fraction of inflow used to supply demand:
(D-r) /rNF
whereD = subsystemdemand
T = transfer into the subsystem from
external sources
INF = natural inflow to the subsystem
fhis indicates how efficiently the inflow is
being used. Any pumping transfers to the
subsystem reduce the amount of inflow required to
supply the subsystem demands and hence leave a
greater volume available to boost the reservoir
storage. A low or negative value for this
parameter should indicate a conservative
approach, since excessive transfers are being




of pumped water used to supply
D/T
where D = subsystem demand
= transfer into the subsystem from
external sources
This indicates how much of the extra water
supplied to the subsystem is being used to
directly satisfy the immediate demand, and how
much is being put into the reservoirs to make
sure that there is sufficient to meet future
demands in case the rainfall proves to be
sporadic.
A low value should indícate that large transfers
are being supplied to boost reservoir storages,
implying a conservative approach.
(c) Results of use:
These two parameters were included in the model
and calculated monthly for each operator. Two
unforeseen problems occurred with them, being the




Due to the size of the demand zones supplied by
individual subsystems, sunmer demands are often
very large, effectively swamping the effects of
transfers into or out of the subsystem.
SimilarIy, inflows during winter from large
natural catchments are much larger than the
relatively modest transfers into subsystems. As
a resultr pârameter values seesaw between very
large values in sunmer and small fractions in
winter which are not much affected by the
relatively small variations in transfers between
the dífferent operatorsr management policies.
These effects make the parameters of little use
in their current state.
1I.3.2 Other Alternatives
Although a single, explicit and quantitative
measure of system efficiency does not seem
feasible, other avenues exist for the comparison
of different methods of system operation. The
most inportant of these is the pumping costs
which accrue during each year of operation.
These highly variable costs indicate indirectly
the amount of water pumped, and more inportantly
enable an assessment of the relative economic
efficiency of different operations. In some
respects pumping costs are a better form of
operator assessment than at first appears. As
has been explained in chapter 5 (section 5.5)
there are three electricity tariffs, used
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throughout the financial year, of different unit
costs. The aim of the system operator is thus
twofold - not only to minimise purnping, but also
to ensure that any pumping required is performed
at the lowest cost rate possible. As a result' a
conservative operator will have a higher pumping
budget resul-t than a "gambler" who uses less
punping but risks empty reservoirs instead. This
implies that the cost of pumping in the system
may be used as an index of the degree of operator
conser vati sm.
This in itself would provide the basis for an
adequate operator compar ison if all the
operators, having started on the same minimum
target storages, finished on exactly the same
volumes. Of course this never happens in
practice and so some economic allowance must be
made for the excess or deficit between the
operatorsr finishing storages and the target
values.
In general if the reservoirs in the real system
at the finish of a year are above the minimum
targets then no attempt is made to draw them down
to the exact target values. The excess water is
considered either as a bonus if occurring as Èhe
result of unforeseen natural inflow, or as a
costly mistake of judgement if due to excessive
pumping. On the other hand any deficit below the
minimum targets is viewed with concern, since it
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means that extra pumping will need to be done in
the next financial year to regain the margin of
security given by the targets.
rt is this approach to storage variation which
has been used to bring the results of the
different operators to a comparable form. If
there is any excess storage above target at the
end of the two year simulation it is ignored. If
the excess is in fact due to excessive pumping,
the operator has already penalized hinself by
having a larger pumping cost than required.
Ho!'rever, volumes spilled, def icits in supply and
discrepancies between targets and lower finishing
storages are given an economic cost according to




= (def icit+spill+discrepancy) * TOTAL DEMAND
TOTAL PUMPING COST






= (TOTAL PUI,IPING) + (TOTAL ECONOMIC )( cosr ) (cosr oF sroRAGE)
different operators may be compared
to their total cost of two Years
to find which is the most conservative
is the least conservative.
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I1.3.3 Little Para Subsystem
At the time of creating the model, the
operational split of demand between the South
Para and Little Para subsystems was stilt
uncertain and under review. As a result, the
original proposed operating rule for Litt1e Para
Subsystem was included in the model. Subsequent
operation of the model showed that demands on the
subsystem r^rere insufficient to affect its
seasonal storage to such an extent that
concentrated operation of Little Para storage was
required. This resulted in the frustrating
situation of South Para subsystem being drawn
down by sunmer demands and so requiring
Swan Reach pumping while Little Para gained quite
substantial storage which could not be used to
relieve South Para due to the obsolete operating
rule. As a result, the operators left Little
Para untouched in the experiments, resulting in
Litt1e Para havíng no influence on the overall
simutation. For this reason the Little Para
subsystem was not included in the analysis.
I1.4 The Operator I s ViewPoint
ft would be fallacious to consider the results of
an interactive model such as this without including
some of the feedback and comments from the
operators concerning the ease or difficulty of
model use and their suggestions for improvements.
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The following paragraphs discuss aspects of
model from the operatorrs point of view.
the
I1.4.1 Model Usage
(a) Response time hras acceptable as a general
ruIe. The system balancing calculations at
the end of each month (30 to 50 seconds),
while slower than individual subsystem
previews, did not take an excessive amount of
time. This view is probably due to the
operators I appreciation of the amount of
calculation being performed.
A shorter delay would however be an
improvement. Lightpen response time was
unnoticed and no one felt they hrere under
pressure from a constantly demanding nodel.
(b) The predictive storage levels on the right
hand side of one reservoir in each subsystem
proved usefuI in "tight" situations. Under
normal operating conditions when the storage
is high and the predictions are not near
empty or full, they are ignored. However
when the storage is approaching either
extreme condition, the values taken by the
predictions become more important and are
considered when framing a monthly strategy.
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(c) The economic prediction elements cost per
kilotitre supplied and the fraction of demand
supplied by pumping - are less useful than
had been hoped. Being updated on the basis
of individual monthly denand data, the
parameter values change with changing demand
even though the same pumping strategy is in
operation. An improvement would be to give
an averaged value up to t,he current position
in the financial year so the operator might
see his position relative to the past monthsl
strategies.
LL.4.2 Model fmprovements
(a) At present the use of a monthJ-y time interval
requires a commitment each month to a single
strategy of transfers anð/or pumping. While
this is adequate for system operation when
spill or deficit are unlikely, a more
realistic operation would be to allow the
optional use of a shorter time interval, for
example one week, to step through critical
periods of spill or empty storages. This
would allow a closer tailoring of management
to system requirements.
(b) Since the implementation of the model,
operating rule of Little Para reservoir
been modified to accept more demand from
Barossa trunk main than originally





fraction of shared demand taken by
and l,ittle Para subsystems would be
necessary improvement to allow for





(c) While the fixed operating rules for the
service reservoirs in the system give
adequate minimum holding storages, greater
realism would be obtained by allowing these
reservoirs to accept more than the minimum.
At present the set storage values prevent any
excess inflow from being taken, thus causing
spi11 of potentially usable water.
(d) In a similar manner, rather than setting the
actual storage in laillbrook reservoir, the
model coutd set the ninimum acceptable
storâ9ê, so that if any excess inflow !{ere
received, it would stay in tt{iltbrook and not
be passed down to Kangaroo Creek reservoir.
II.5 Results: Comparison of results
fn addition to the three officers of the
Engineering and lrlater Supply Department, the author
included himself as a fourth operator for the three
simulations. It vitas real ized that he had an
intimate knowledge of the system - model
relationship and þras far more familiar with the
details of the model functions than the other three
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individuals. rn this sense he had priveleged
knowledge of the system. Nevertheless, he v¡as not
in the position of knowing the detail of the inflow
and demand files until after he had performed the
three sessions of simulation himself and so was in
the same state as the other three operators in
attempting to plan system strategies around unknown
weather conditions.
A table showing the results of each of the
operators in the three experiments is given in
table 11.I rt can be seen that, despite a similar
basic training there is a significant economic
variaÈion in the different operatorsr management
results.
To ilLustrate the ranges of system operation which
virere exhibited in the experiments, the least and
greatest cost operations for the period 1987-89
have been chosen for detailed discussion, i.e. the
methods used by the author and operator 3. It is
this particular simulation which shows the greatest
difference between the operator cost values.
Details of these two operations in terms of
individual subsystems can be found in appendix A.
I1.5.1 Comparison of Operation
Table LI-.2 shows a summary of the calculations
used to arrive at the final costs for the two
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Comparison of least and greaÈest cost operation
in 1987 - 89.
TABLE II.2
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that the large values of lost storage for the
Onkaparinga and Torrens subsystems are due in
part to excessive inflows at Clarendon Weir and
Deep Creek which could not be transferred into
the system storages and were therefore spilled to
was te .
What becomes immediately apparent from the table
is the large difference in total pumping costs,
of the order of $I.4 nillion. This indicates
that operator 3 pumped greater amounts from the
Ì"lurray River to augment storage than did the
author. The differences in losÈ storage among
the subsystems also show that, due to the larger
pumping, a greater amount of spill occurred under
the management of operator 3.
These two factors are responsible for the final
difference in total management costs of nearly
$2.0 million.
To see in more detail how this difference
occurred, the plots of subsystem operation
appendix A are used. Three general points





I The quantity of pumping into the subsystems
by the author is lower, and is also left
Iater in the year than by operator 3.
2
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This naturally causes pumping costs to be
lower, but there is a corresponding heavier
reliance on natural inflow to help replenish
the storage.
This has its associated higher risk of
insufficient inflow which would require heavy
pumping (with great expense) to avoid the
storage registering a deficit.
Due to this avoidance of early pumping, the
author uses much more of the storage in the
Onkaparinga and Torrens subsystems. This
leaves less of a safety margin against
failure of winter rains.
Transf ers f rom lvlyponga to Onkaparinga and
from l4illbrook to Anstey Hitl by the author
may be smaller but are more frequent during
heavy summer pumping than those of
operator 3. Such a method allows a lower
pumping tariff to be used because the load on
the pump stations is reduced - hence pumping
costs are lower.
Such transfers during sunmer cause a higher
risk of reservoir non-replenishment by winter
inflow, perhaps resulting in an inability to
satisfy demands in future years.
3
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Such results taken in isolation could be
construed as simply a chance occurrence of one
operator working more economically than another.
However, table tI.I shows that this trend is
consistent for all three experiments. Of course
the sample involved in this research is too
small, and the range of experiments too limited'
to be able to use this as the foundation on which
any statistically significant conclusions may be
formed but some interesting implications are
apparent with regard to conservative, as opposed
to non-conservative operation - particularly when
it is realised that the author is the least
operationally experienced model user of the
group, \dhile operator 3 is by far the most
experienced, with several years of system
management background to call on.
In fact the group was chosen to obtain a range of
experience in the exPeriments, ranging from
insignificant for the author, to approximately
six months for operator I, eighteen months for
operator 2 and finally six years for operator 3.
To give a picture of the variation of operating
procedure across the four members of the group'
individual operation of the Torrens subsystem'
the most complex subsystem, is given for the same
period in graphical form in appendix B. With the
inclusion of the remaining two operatorsr some of
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the space between the economies of the author's
operations technique and that of operator 3 is
fil1ed in. Operator I pumps more and transfers
less than the author and operator 2 pumps still
more and transfers even less again. Thus
operator I is less conservative and operator 2
more conservative in this case. The distinction
including these two additional operators is less
well indicated by the experiments overall since
operator 2 ís more economical than both
operator I and the author in the L977-79 period
(table 1r. 1) .
II.6 Conclusions
This research has not been able to explicitly
quantÍfy operator performance in anything other
than a comparative manner. A further interesting
avenue of research would be to compare the operator
controlled result of a simulation with that of a
stand-alone computer model using one of the direct
optimisation techniques available and gauge
performance by investigating just how close to the
mathematical optimum solution the operator can
reach.
On the other hand, it has been possible to
investigate and quantify an economic measure of
each operator I s performance in the two year
periods. TI"to years is an extemely short time-span
in the management of a reservoir system and it
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r{rould be erroneous to isolate anything more than
indications of operator tendencies. The
experimental results may be considered as three
sets of snapshots of the range of system management
which may be expected from different operators.
Taking the 1987-89 period of operation as an
indication of the management approaches of the four
individuals, it can be seen that a less
conservative attitude towards system operation
suggests significant economic savings. It was
acknowledged in an earlier chapter that a
non-extreme data set was chosen to provide
approximately norrnal conditions for the nodel.
Thus while conservatism has not proven its worth in
these experiments, many more sinulations over a
wider variety of seasonal conditions would be
needed to determine whether the economies of higher
risk do in fact pay off even for severe drought and
flood conditions. The political consequences of
restrÍctions or floods would also have to be
considered.
This, hovJever, is not the main result of the
exercise. Neither is the indication over only
three simulations that one operator is more
economical than another. The main implication to
be drawn from the results is that despite a common
knowledge of the water supply system and its
operation, four individuals do in fact operate it
differently with sufficient difference to be
economically significant. It is suggested that
2LO.
this variation, while tempered by experience is
inherently due to the personal approaches to the
trade-off of security of supply for economic
bonuses, in other words the personal "gambling"
tendency. With the range of results showing cost
ranges from $0.75 million to $2.0 million over just
two years operation, albeit under controlled
conditions, the potential appears to exist for the
saving of many times a system managerrs salary if
his capacity for risk assessment can be effectively
matched to the system requirements. Massive scope
exists for the investigation of this relatively
unexplored field and the benefits in terms of
system operation and economics would definitely
prove to be an advantage to the community served by
a system so managed.
The
the
second implication of this research concerns
gaining of experience.
That inexperienced individuals operator I and the
author who have had timited experience of real
system management, can perform well on the
simulator, after an initial period of
familiarization with the system management
techniques, indicates Èhat the use of such a
simulator in the learning phase of system operation
can prove very beneficial to a managerrs overall
view of the system, resulting in a system operator
better able to cope with system vagaries and more
capable of
equivalent
bac kg round .
zLL.
improvements in system operation than an
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